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WEEK'S BUSINESS
F! RECORD BREAKER
Clearings Go Beyond Million
Mark This Time
Aside from Week of Stone & Web-
ster Deal This One lbw Beaten
Previous Weeks,
HEAVY TOBACCO MOVEMENTS.
Clearings this week  $1,040,247
Maine week last year 786,570
Increase  253,677
This week's bank clearings go into
the 'millions, and only one or two
times before have they reached so
many figures. The cause of this in-
crease is the heavy movement in to-
bacco the last week.. The corres-
ponding week of last year was also
a boomer. Taking an average day
the Increase would go higher.
• Trade has been good the past week
and the merchants are In a good hu-
mor. An early Easter will also help
to swell the coffers of the local mer-
chants. Today has been wet and
damp but trade among the retail
stores is good. Next week is par car
day and the payroll, TIrs,cmo of the
Sttinois Central railroad, will help
business.
When ehe bank elerings toed the
million mark before, it was chiefly
due to some big deal being consum-
mated. ,I,Vhen the Stone & Webster
people bought the traction company
the clearings went high, but com-
pared with weeks without any such
extraordinary deals, this -week is a
record breaker.
HICK-RAN ARCH.
. • Daughters of Confederacy Make
Movement State Wide.
Mrs. Roy McKinney, of• Paducah,
(nee May Faris, of Hickman) state
president of the United Daughters of
Confederacy, was in town this week,
and appeared before the city council,
informed the members of that body
that the Daughters of the Confedera-
cy would in the near future erect
over the gates "at the city cemetery .a
memorial arch. She stated that the
piece of work would be sculptured in
Italy, by an ex-Confederate, and as
the sculptor stated, would be the
handsomest piece of work In the
United States. The piece of work
would ordinarily cost about $50,000,
but the sculptor has agreed to do the
work merely for the cost of the ma-
terial which goes into it. There will
be a grand arch in the center of the
driveway into the cemetery, through
which a funeral car, with driver
mounted, can drive, and on either
side of the grand arch will be small-
er arch for pedestrians. Over the
grand arch will be sculptured the
names of the Confederate soldiers
who are buried in the cemetery. She
proposed to the city council that they
build the foundation for the arch-
way, and to this they readily agreed.
This will be something nice, and
something which we can boast of.
The work. Mrs. McKinney stateswill
be done within the next year. —
Hickman Courier.
E'LlE1011 FINDS BOSS RITEF
WHEN SHERIFF GIVES UP
. an Francisco, March 9.— Abra-
ham Ruef, the local political leader,
who for three days has been in hid-
ing to evade an order of arrest is-
sued by Superior Judge Dunn, was
taken In custody tonight at the Tro-
cadero a secluded suburban resort
near the ocean beach. The arrest
was made by William J. Biggy, ell-
sor of Dunn's court, and. Detective
Burns, who is aiding Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney Heney in the work of
prosecuting the alleged municipal
"grafters."
Unitas Men treasurer.
The Bartenders' union has filed
suit against William Sherman Mills
and the United States Fidelity and
Guaranty company for $318.36, al-
leged to be unaccounted for by Mills
as treasurer of the
ALL HANDS LOST.
Berlin, March 9.—The Ger-
man steamships, Wettern, Jor-
gensen, foundered during a gale
iu the North Kea. All hands,
nunaberhot 34 men, were drown-
ed.
POSTOFFICE ROBBED.
Carlinville, Ill., March 9.—
Robbers attacked the postoffice
this morning and shot and fatal-
ly wounded Policeman Van Me-
ter, who tried to arrest them.
They dynamited the safe and
get away with stampseind mon-
ey.
muniub: BETTER.
Washington, March 9.--Sec-
retary Loeb gave out front the
white house, this morning tfio
following statement regarding
Archie Roosevelt's condition:
"Physicians report Archie Roost,
velt had a good night. No unfa-
vorable symptoms. General Im-
provement since last reported."
OCEANIC'S THREAT.
San Francisco, March 9.—As
a result of the failure of con-
gress to pass a ship subskly bill
the Oceanic Steamehip company
has notified the government of
it purpose to withdraw vessels
now running in the American-
Australian service.
PEN QUARANTINED.
Mansfield, 0., March 9.—The
Ohio state reformatory was plac-
-ed under quarantine by the state
board of health on account of a
case of smallpox developing In
the institution.
STRIKE NOTICE.
Louisville, March 9.— Street
railway employes have issued is
public notice that unless the dif-
ferences with the City Railway
company are settled, they will
strike at 5 o'clock Sunday morn-
ing.
ROB STATION.
Henderson, Ky., March 9.—
A thief entered the ticket office
at the Union station last night,
primed open the cash drawer and
seemed $30. 
FINDKIDNAPERS.
New Castle, Del., March 9.—
Kidnapers of baby Horace Mar-
vin have been spotted, according
to authentic reports this after-
noon. They are under surveil-
lance.of detective's:end arrests
are only delayed, until certain
evidence clinching the crime can
be secured.
SOLDIERS IN CHARGE.
Paris, March 9.— Soldiers
from the engineering division of
the French army are detailed to
isesume charge of the city light-
ing plant, where the strike of
electricians is in progress. Seri-
ous rioting is feared.
EMIGRANTS REVOLT.
Madrid, March 9.—A riot
among emigrants bound for Ha-
waii, aboard the strainer Holl-
pes, postponed the sidling of the
veinier until Monday. 'When pas._
sengerii discovered the poor ac-
commodations aboard the vessel
there was a violent outbreak.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, March 9.—Wheat..
79 1-2; cons, 50 1-2; oats, 46%.
MORE TROUBLES
IN HARGIS' CASE
Louie/111e, Ky., March 9.— From
Sandy Hook, Elliott county, comes
information that Judge Mat M. Red-
wine, of the Thirty-second judicial
/district stated that he will not pre-
side in the Hargis cases, which Spe-
cial Judge William Carnes has sent
to Elliott on a change of venue from
Breathitt. Judge Redwine is indig-
nant that the Hargis cases should be
sent to that county.
union. He was.
bonded by the company included in
the suit. Hal S. Corbett represents
the plaintiffs.
Medals For 
Mailers,EN bulletin in the pottoffice on-
nottnees that every member of the
navy, who participated In the naval
engagements in the West Indies dur-
ing the ritanieh war. will be given
special med.
Mr. G. W. Katterjohn went to
Princeton, where he has the contract
tor building the new depot.
There Is only one kind of a
newspaper circulation atatesneut
Old le worth any coneideralo a
and that is the daily detailed
atatentent. The Ran is the only
Paducah paper printing such a
seateenent.
"ELIJAH II" DIES
IN HIS ZION CITY
John Alexander Dowie Passes
Away in Peace
No One in His Bed Chamber But
Jungle Guard, Whom He Brought
From Africa With Him.
HAS BEEN IN FAILING HEALTH
Chicago, March 9.—John Alexan-
der Dowle, erstwhile overseer of the
Christian Catholic church, died at 8
o'clock thie morning at Zion City,
which he founded on the north shore
of 'Lake Michigan. Hie passing away
was not entirely unexpected. The
aged leader of the Zion sect had been
in a state of dissolution for months.
Beate.n in later years for control of
the great properties he originated,
the prophet failed in health. Seized
with a fainting spell at midnight he
became delirious. He thought he was
holding religious services and died
apparently without pain.
The closing hours of Dowle's life
were marked by the bitterness of de-
feat and humiliation. The sole com-
forter in his sick room was a. black
guard he brought from the tropics.
His wife and eon age at 'Muskegon,
Mich. Shunned, by his former al-
most idolatrous followers and isolat-
ed from those be trusted, the old man
clung weakly to the friendship of
his small band of believers.
MISTRIAL FOR STEVE ADAMS
Wallace Ida., March 9.— The ju-
ry in the trial of Steve Adams for
the murder of Fred Tyler, after be-
ing In deliberation since 11 o'clock
yesterday forenoon today at 7:10
o'clock announced through Foreman
George Ellers that It was impossible
to agree upon a verdict, and was dig-
charged by Judge Weeds.
The jury for many hours stood at
seven for conviction and five for
acquittal, and it was on:y on the
last ballot that the jurymen stood
evenly divided, six for conviction and
six for acquittal.
Judge Woods thanked the inrY for
its patience and diligence in service,
after the foreman declared positive-
ly that It was impossible to reach a
verdict, and declared them discharg-
ed.
This means that the case must be
tried again.
FIGHT IN MAIDEN ALLEY
WITH KNIFE AND A CUM
This afternoon about 2 o'clock Ho-
mer Williams and Ike Bowland,both
colored engaged in a fight in Maid-
en alley between Kentucky avenue
and Broadway. It Is said the trouble
arose over Rowland crushing Wil-
liam's derby. Rowland, It is alleged,
drew a knife and made several nour-
ishes at Williams. Williams secured a
club and dealt several sound blows
on Bowland's head. Patrolmen Jones
sand Cross made the arrest.
In Arkansas Cyclone.
. The Rev. and Mrs. Jcihn W. Sykes,
of Hope, Airk., had a narrow eecepe
In the terrible cyclone that recently
swept over Wanhington, Ark. Mr.
Sykes was holding a Lenten service
In Washington, which is one of his
charges, and concluded just before
the storm commenced. Had he
preached several minutes longer the
rein -would have detained Clem at the
church, which In a short time was in
splinters. Several people were killed
just =roes the eeireet from the church
in a building blown down. The hour*
where Mr. and Mrs. Sykes were stop-
ping had the window, and doers
blown out, hut no one was injured.
The day had been oppressively warm
before the cyclone.
Mrs. Sykes was formerly Mica
sessile Nash, a popular Paducah girl.
and Mr. Sykes was the rector of
Grape Episcopal church here for sev-
eral years.
Fireman Injured on Train.
11 H. Rudolph, of Paducah, a fire-
man on a freight train, was Injured
on the head last night bet %ten Boas
and Mayfield. He was shoveling
coal in the engine vehen, Iby going
around a *here curve, he came in
(vont/act with the ;twinging door of
the *engine canteng his heed to get
cut and bruised It happened about
9 o'elork. Dre. Dienitikee, the local
rail-road someone, were summoned to
dress the wounds and the young man
was sent bark to Paducah.—Mayfield
Mestiez ger.
INTERRUPTED!
—Donaheu in Clevirland Plain Dealer.;
MRS. W* MALONE "" ,11=1,1) COURT SURPRISE LAID
IS SEtIOUSLY ILL If George Brown, Ralph Farming! VELYN THAW
Mr. NV. C. Malone. manager of Wal-
l-ace park, received a message today
to come at once to Chattanooga,
Tenn., se it stated his wife was dy-
ing. Mr. idabone left this afternoon
for that place to be at her bedside.
She has In grippe. MTS. Malone is
known on the stage -as Mise Edna
Ferrell, and is an accomplished act-
ress, and is quite popular. Mrs. Ma-
lone is playIng the leading part in
Hanlon 's "Fan ta sma" this season.
efUNT OLEAN THE STREETS
WITHIN NEXT THREE DAYS.
Following the direction* of the
board of public works, Street Incpee-
tor Alonzo Elliott had the police de-
partment serve notice on Thomas
Bridges, the sewer contractor, to
elean up accumulation of dirt on
l'avelfth street between Tennessee and
Norton streets, and on Jackson
steam between Tenth and Thirteenth
streets. Three days is given In which
to do the cleaning or the city will do
it and charge it to the oontrietor.
MARKET LIVELIER
THAN FOR WEEKS
11w marl, t was well stocked this
morning with fruits and iegetablest.
Almost all the early vegetables were
there and the people were buying.
too. For the past two weeks. there
has been a eta], but this morning the
-people were down with their baskets.
Apples, potatoes and sueb products
are getting scarce and the prices are
raising accordingly. Jonquils could
be had at two dozen for 15 cents,
and potted plants were represented
brthe pansies, which sold at 10 cents
a pot. . Eggs dropped from 20 cents
to 15 cents a dozen, and celery sold
at three large bunches for 25 cents.
The weather had some effect on the
people trill many braved the rain to
replenish their stores for Sunday.
Womaies Rights On Shelf.
London March 9.— The bill to
extend the right of suffrage to wom-
en was defeated In the house of com-
mons today, where it w411 talked to
death without coming to a vote. The
supporters of the bill made a deter-
mined attempt to secure a vote, but
the smother declined to accept a mo-
ll& of closure, and the sitting of the
house was closed automatically at G
o'clock this afternoon. The bill Is
thus killed for the present session.
Compromise With Creditors.
By a compromise with his credit-
ors, J. R. Roberts will pay 30 cents
on the dollar and the bankruptcy
proceeding dropped. Judge Bagby
will forward the papers in the case
to Judge Walter Evans for approval.
An order of sale of property In
the bankrupt case of Max J. Michel-
son has been made by Judge Ilegby
the sale to be held March lie .-
e 
Wants Estate *Settled.
' Noah Morris bits sued to have the
estate of A. B. Morris wound up to
satisfy debts. The estate eonitista Of
some lots in Meoi.sticeburg. A. Ti.
Morris was the I. . of GUS Morris,
who was killed Fergason.
and Harrison Sullivan got out - of FO
town by 11 o'clock this morning, a
fine of $3,e) and costs against each
Is suspended. In police court thie
morning the three were presented for
"mooching", or standing around
corners and begging. The police
rounded them up yesterday,
(km Owner Discharged.
Lycurgus Rise arrested a cow be-
longing to Dock Hays. which was
loose on the streets. It was shown
that the cow broke out and usually
was kept up. The warrant was dis-
missed.
OLD IRON FURNACE
WILL BE SHIPPED
Afte standing idle a dozen years
the old iron furnace property on
South Third street will be dismantled
immediately and shipped away. The
Princess Iron company, of Virginia,
has purchased the plant from the
Lackiand estate of St. ,Louis.
READY FOR ENUMERATORS
TO START OUT NEXT MONTH
S. J. Billington, superintendent of
the county schools, is preparing the
blank form to be used by the enum-
erators when they take the school
census in the county. The census will
be taken in April and the chairman
of each district is constituted the
enumerator in his district. A slight
increase probably will be shown this
year. The county schools have an en-
rollment a little larger than the city
enrollment. •
"Ooquederoach Brown."
Chicago, March 9.—Brown being
the popular color of the season, Mine.
Gruenberg, it developed at last
night's meeting of the National Mil-
liners' Association, has given to the
world a new shade with a novel name.
It is "coquederoach," and is said by
experts to be the hue of the ado4es-
oent cockroach or domestic water
bug, familiar in the consomme of corn
merce.
PROGRESS OF SEWER WORK
IN SPITE OF BAD WEATHER
Good progress Is being made by
the contractors on Retest Mel:let
number two, roe hollow has been
crossed and the workers are now ex-
cavating on South Twelfth street.
within 50 feet of Broadway.
cave-In occurred this morning,
the contractors have a force of men
bracing the sides and no further
trouble from this source Is expected
nnleas a big rain falls.
One
but
(Imre of Appeals.
Throckmorton vs. Grigeby's ad-
ministrator, Trigg: Prince vs. Illinois.
Central Railroad company, McCrack-
en; Collinswerth vs. Enterprise land,
Mineral and Lumber company, Mene
fee; Eetepp vs. Delve. Magotlin; ap-
pellants' petition for rehearing over-
ruled.
• Aneated On alutilik,ina. -
Robert McGe colored, sold a
carpet for 40 rents yesterday to the
proprietor of the Tennessee house, al-
leging that It was given to him. He
Sas arrested eli suspicion by Petro's.
man Scott Ferguson. and, Will be
teed March 11.
New, York, March 9.—District At-
torney Jerome is expected to spring
some surprises in rebuttal in the
Thaw trial. One of the most im-
portant points he will try to prove
that Stanford White was not near his
studio the night Evelyn :Thaw says
she was a rouged by him. This date
can be fixed by Photographer Eia-
meyer, who took her picturd, as Eve-
lyn testified she posed for him the day
preceding,
COME TO TOWN WITH Rom,
IHIOPPED A HUSDRED.
R. C. Colley; a young country boy
from the Farmington section -of
Graves county, lost $100 while in a
house at Ninth and Washington
streets :est night. He alleges that
AIM. Morton, a negro woman, stole
the money out of his pocket. After
the evidence was herd this morning
Judge Cross held the Morton woman
to the April session of the grand jury
or. the charge of grand larceny. Her
bail was fixed at $300.
PAPERS SERVED
IN THE EDDY SUIT
Concord, N. H., March 9.—Papers
in the Eddy suit were served today
on four defendants by Sheriff Kele
ball. Calvin A. Frye, Lewis C.
Strange, secretary and assistant sec-
retary to Mrs. Eddy, were served per-
sonally at Mrs. Eddy's home. Prof.
Herman Shoring, first reader of the
Cherch of Christian Science, was
served at his residence. The Rev,
Irving Tomlinson, MTS. Eddy's con-
ential agent, 6; out of town. Pa-
pers were left at his home.
Wasp At Vicksburg.
The Vicksburg, Miss., Herat dsaYs:
The gunboat Wasp of the United
States-tavy arrived at the mouth of
the Yazoo canal yesterdery afternoon
about 5 O'clock. The Wasp did not
come up the canal as she is not sched-
uled for a stop at Vicksburg until
she comes down the riser again. She
took on coal soon after her arrival
and. will continue her trip up-the riv-
er at about C o'clock this morning.
The Warm is on a recruiting cruise.
The Wasp is under the command of
Capt. J. S. Croghan. Her first offi-
cer is J. Clancy, and her surgeon W.
H. Rennie. Her pilot is Joseph Gib-
bons. She has a crew of shout 36 of-
ficers and men.
Wants Divorce.
Alohzo Thomas, colored, Sues
through his attorney J. W. Heerlen,
for divorce from his wife Zullea
Thoping. They were married in May
1901 and separated in July the same
year.
WEVI'HER — ltida tonight
anti prolialtly Sunday. Warmer
Salida/ in %Cotton) pert it )11 Yo).
ittitt. Rainfall .11.. linthent
temperature renched yestertley,
40; lowest today, Me
PROF. CARNAGEY
VISITS PADUCAH
Delighted to Get Back to the
Banks of Ohio River
Something of Preparation and Careen
of Next Superintendent of City
Schools.
WILL RETURN HERE IN JUNE.
Prof. John Albert Carnagey, of
Noblesville, Ind., who has been elect-
ed superintendent of the Paducah
public schools; to succeed Supt. C. M.
Lieb, arrived in Paducah this morn-
ing to spend the day. He will return
to Noblesville, Ind., tomorrow.
Prof. Oarnagey's school closes tve0
weeks earlier than the Paducah
schools and he will spend the last
two weeks of the school term here as
the oflielel guest of Superintendent
Lieb, studying the school situation
and acquainting himself with the
system. Later in the summer he will
bring his falsely here to reside. Ills
family contests of his wife and
daughter, Miss SLargarethe, 15 years
Lolsi.aad son, Jack, S yaws old.
- !'et 'is kite eetternieg home tie get
back to the Ohio river," said Prof.
Carnagey this morning, lie was
born on the Ohio near Pittsburg.
Prof. Oernagey is a graduate of
Hanover college. Ind., of the class of
'81, of wInch he was valedictorian,
the heuor man. He did post-graduate
work in history and received his de-
gree of A. B.. Ile also did post-grad.
mm-ate work at Chicago and Minuesota.
He has done professional and peda-
gogical work for four summers at
Chautauqua, N. Y.
Although Prof. Caenagey is a
Methodist, he is a trustee of Ilantiver
college, a Presbyterian institution.
Prof. Carnagey's experience has
-beets profound. Ile wee seven years
principal of the High school at Mad-
ison, Ind., 12 years superintendent of
the city schools at Columbus, Ind.,
and four years superintendent of the
city schools at Nobleeville, led. Ills
Interest in educational metterS is
evidenced by the fact that he is a
charter member t.if the Indiana +uses-.
elation of city snperinteodents and
pres:dent in is9G: he was chairman
of the executive committee of the
State Teachers' association in 1S91;
he was first presidlint sf the Southern
Indiana 
Sueo inte e
' club; treas-
urer of the Southern Indiana Teach-
ers' ass elation since 1s95, and was
honored with a place on the program
of the Nat i o ea I Superintendents'
meeting In Chicago, 1900.
"When I come here in June, I shall
have, besIdes' an opportunity to ac-
quaint myself with the school system
In operation, an opportunity to se-
cure a house. I shall have no object
in view here but the beet interests of
the school and the coming genera-
tion, studying In those Reboots. I
shall come here free to 'do what I
think is -best for the sehoole and the
Baud Professor Lieb sought
another-year, or had Professor Payne
desired to secceed his superintendent,
I 'holed not have applied for the po-
sition. In fact, I declined to apply,
at another city on 'hat account."
Prof. Carnegey makes a pleasant
impression on those he meets, and
speaks with earnestness -and enthu-
siasm about his life work.
SAVES COAL FLAT.
Harry Blackwell Does Such Week ole
—the -
But for the watchful eyes of Harry
Blackwell, night river manager ot
the West Kentucky Coal company, a
flat barge loaded with 22,500 bushels
It coal would have been lost at the
wharfboat at 4 o'clock this morning.
The coal flat was at the bead of the
wharfboat to coal the Georgia Lee
when Blackwell discovered that it
was listing heavily to one side. It
was evident that a little more wattn•
In it would tern the flat over. He
ran back to the company's towboat,
the Fannie Wallace, and rpused the
captain and engineer. Doing the stok-
ing himself they got the towboat- to
the coal fiat in time to pump the
,water out before the coal was Spill.
ed Into the river.
In Jnvenile Court.
Isaac Jackson, a 12 yearr-old col-
ored boy, was arrested for stealing
Ibrassee hem J. E. 001111ron'• plitmh--leg Onop. He was tratiefeered to the
tjurentle court on the dberge of pain
lorcetty, '
•
•
PAWS TWG. rtrit rAtr117cA1r EN'EN/lciff
•
OLD SORESLI
A great many people have an Idea BY WORE BLOODthat old sores exist merely because of
a diseased condition of the flesh where the ulcer is located. They
patiently apply salves, powders, plasters and other external applica-
tions, but in spite of all such treatment the place refuses to heal: When-
ever a sore or ulcer does not heal readily the blood is at fault; this
vital fluid is filled with impurities and poisons which are constantly
being discharged into the place, feeding it with noxious matter,
. which makes it impossi.ble for the sore to heal. Old sores may be the result
of an inherited blood taint, or the effects of a long spell of sickness, or again
the circulation may be contaminated. with the collections of refuse matter
which the different members have failed to expel through the channels of
nature. Whatever the cause the blood be-
comes steeped in poison and a cut, bruise,
scratch or other wound often develops into
a sore, fed and kept up by these impurities,
causidg it to eat deeper into the surround-
ing tissue, inflaming, festering and caus-
• PURELY VEGETABLE ing pain. External applications can only
keep the sore clean; they caenot cure the
denble because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. cures Old Sores by
going to the vrry bottom of the trouble, driving out the impurities and
poisons and purifying and building up the entire circulation. When S. S. S.
has removed the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begins
to heal, new flesh is formed, the place scabs overaand is soon permanently
healed. Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free.
111111SWIFT SPECIFIC CC., ATILANITAg A.
,s.s.s.
She— "No, Jack, 1'01 afraid it's im-
possible. We should never get on well
together. You know I always want
my own way so much." He—"Well,
that's all right. You could go on
wanting it after we were married."
never marry one of these lagsh-
ly educated, extremely intelligent
girls." "Nope, I guess you're right"
,---Houston Post.
the Kentucky
BOTH PHONES 548.
TO=NIGHT
I rigaeement Of
"The Pearl of the South"
GERTRUDE'
EWING
And her own select com-
pany of players.
Tonight.
"A FAMILY MUDDLE
I
New specialties between acts.
Change of play each night.
Popular Prices
10c=20c=30c
Seats on sale at Boa Office.
Monday Night, Mar. 11
THE
Donnelly&HattielU greatest of h alN.Ni _pr. odb'l'eniThpla)EN'srentitled:ie
Courier has the following to say of
MAGNIFICENT MINSTRELS 'thg company.The Leone-Mack Stock company
improves with acquaintance. The
of Al 6, Field .players fit admirably into their roles
and throw themselves so heartily in-
to the various characters that there
Is none of the aameneee incidental to
repertoire romeanies. The play last
evening was "Madam Satan."
Miss Leone appeared as the madam
the woman with the past, and a word
picture cannot convey the . warmth
and abandon she threw into certain
scenes. Maude Leone showed that she
was mistres;of her art.
Wildard Mack had a part
trically opposed-to hers, itself mall-
cient to Insure the success of the part.
THEATRICAL NOTES
AT THE liENTUCKI".
Tonight—The Gertrude Ewing Com-
, pasty in "A Family Muddle."
Monday night—Donnelly etitatfield
"Minstrels."
Tuesdoy night and balance of week
with matinees Wedneealay and
Saturday—"The Mack-Leonc"
Campany.
Under the Personal Direction
The best of the
Good Ones.
A big minstrel festival of music
and song. Everything Up to date.
Clean, wholesome fun; refined and
educating.
A Big Company
A Great Show
Big no4rday street parade and
band concert.
No Advance in Prices
Prices: 2.1c, 35c, 50c, 71c, d1•00.
Seats on 'ale Saturday 9a. m.
Donnelly & Hatfield Monday Night.
For years the Al G. Field minstrel
performances have been recognised
as peers of them all. The very n.anie
of Al G. Field fn connection with a
minstrel was :ike magic upon the
People thatpaghout the country, and
the ,.friendi of that -gentleman one
year ago proclaimed that he had ex-
hausted all minstrel features on
earth. Few ever expected to see any-
thing in that line which wotad even
make a comparison—he had reached
the acme—that was the popular ver-
dict. The advent of the DenneLle ic
Hatfield minstrels, has already
changed the tide, that is so far as
Pensacola is concerned at :east, says
a Pensacola paper. A Packed house
witnessed last night's performance
and after it was all over, this new ag-
gregation, which has sprung up in a
single season snatched the lallt213,
calamine them a their own.
  •
Mack-Leone Engagement.
The Mack-Leone company which
opeps an engagement here Tuesday
night for the balance of the week
with matinees Wedsnesdiy and Sat-
urday.
Tuesday night ladies will be ad-
mitted free ender the usual condi-
tions. The opening bill wit: be the
dianica
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
That Is LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine.
Similarly named remedies sometimes
deceive. The first and original Cord
Tablet is a WHITE PACKAGE with
black and red lettering, and bears the
signature of E. W. GROVE. t fic.
saa 
Ask any 'dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight _summers old.
BRIDGE AT JOPPA
IS NOW ASSURED
C. & E. I. and N. J. & K. C.
Agree on Plan
Tap Illinois Coal Field.t and entice a
New Short Home Prom Chicago
to New Orleans,
OPENS t'P NEW TERRITORY.
St. Louis, March 9.,—The officers
of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and
the committee on management of the
Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City, now
have more definite plans for a new
short route from St. Louis, Chicago
& Meniphtis to New Orleans and Mo-
bilo. . The recommendatione have
been considered officially, and there
is every prospect that they will be al -
Proved with only one exception.
The original intention was to build
three extensions, one from St. Louis
to -a point in Williamson county, iiii-
nois; another from Joppa, Ill., to
Middleton, Tenn, and a third from
Laurel, Miss., to New Orleans. The
officials have practically decided,
however not, to build the extension
from St. Louis to Williamson county
now, but to utilize the new route for
St. Louis and Southern traffic by op-
erating trains from St. Louis over
tie? Frisco tracks to Thebes, Ill., and
the llinois tracks from Thebes to
Joppa.
The proposition before the manage-
ment of the Chicago & Eastern Illi-
nois is to use the Chicago & Eastern
Ilinois tracks from Chicago to Joppa,
Ill., on the Ohio rive:, and the Frisco
tracks from Wt. Louts to Thebes, and
the Eastern Illinois tracks from The-
bes to Joppa.
The ,Extension South,
From Joppa an extension, to con-
nect the Chicago & Eastern Illinois
and the 'Mobile • Jackson and Kansas
City, will be constructed to Middle-
ton, Tenu., via Jackson, Tenn. This
one extension, about 110 miles, in
length, will form a direct route from
St. Louis anti Chicago to Memphis
and Mobile. Either the tracks of the,
New Orleans & Northeastern will be
used from Laurel, Miss., to New Or-
leans, or an extension will be built
from Laurel to New Orleans.
It is. reported on reliable author-
ity that these plans will alinotet sure-
ly be approved. The distance from
St. Louis to New Orleans would be
about 610) miles and to Mobile 660
miles, and the distance from Chicago
to New Orleans 66,0 miles, and to Mo-
bile 840 miles.
The extension between Joppa and
Middleton, Tenn, to connect up time
Chicago & Eastern abinois and the
.31obIle-Jackson, wile open up to St.
Louis new territory in Mississippi.
Tennessee and Kentucky.
Old Gun could Shoot.
Lexington, Ky., March 9.—A letter
received by Leander Bowling, of this
city, from his former 'home at Craw-
ford, Laurel- county, tells of a pecu-
liar accident in Laurel, by which Le-
ander Bailey, a boy ten years o:d,
was killed by his cousin, Sidney Bai-
ley, who is but eight years-old. Sev-
eral days ago the father of Leander
Bailey, while working In a field.
plowed up an old pistol, of the cap
and ball pattern, such as was used
during the war, and which evidently
had been buried for many years. The
wooden handle of the weapon bad rot-
ted off, the barrel was covered with
rust, and on the nipple where the
eharge is ignited, embedded In the
?Hat and dirt, were the remains of a
brass percussion cap.
The Piste' was picked up and car-
ried to the Bailey home, where after
a brief examination it was thrown
.into the yard assworthless. A few
-hours later the two boys, while Play-
ing In the yard, were attracted be,
the aid weapon, While they were
tiding over looking at it the young-
er child began hammering it with a
stone, when the dilapidated drearm
was soddenly diachargeid, use bullet
entering the abdomen of Leander
Bailey, taking an upward course and
killing hIm Instantly. The families
of both boys are prostrated with
grief.
IteeNUSealAWS aelaelaalSn:
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To relieve the woret forms of
Rheumatism, take a teaspoonful
of the following mixture after
each meal and at bedtime:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-
half ounce; Compound Kargou,
one ouuce; Compound Syrup
Sarsaparilla, three ounces.
Shake well in a bottle.
These harmless ingredients
can be obtained from any good
pharmacy.
Thie prescription, states a
well-known authority, forces the
clogged-up, inactive kidneys to
filter and strain from the blool
the poieottous waste matter and
uric acid, which causes Rheuma-
tism. Relief is felt from the
first few doses,
It is said that a person who
would take this prescription reg-
ularly, a dose or two daily, or
even a few times a week, would
never have serious Kidney or
tallier" dleorglers or fi,lieuma-
tiam.
Cut this out and preserve it.
Good Rheumatism prescriptions
which really relieve are ecarce,
Indeed, and when you need it
you want it badly.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce
Parsnips' 
Turnips 
Sweet potatoes
Irisa potatoes
Sassafras
Young onions  
Greens 
Beets 
Radishes 
Celery 
antnewberries  
Carape fruit  
Bananas 
Oranges 
Apples 
Chickens 
Turkeys 
'Rabbits
Ile Wouldn't Dee.
To illtistrate the vicissitudes of
thdse who die rich, Andrew Carnegie,
told at a dinner In New York an
amusing Scotch story. "George Gor-
don, a rich old Scot," he said, "was
taken seriously ill and decided that
he had better draw up hie will at
once. Accordingly the testament, was
then and there written out at his dic-
tation, read to him, and pieced is his,
laps for his signature. The old man
took the pen, wrote 'George Gor - "I
sat then atank hack exhausted. The
heir hastily raised him again. 'T), un-i
(Is, rl,' he prompted, 'Dee?' growled •
the old man; "I'll dee when I'm
ready, ye avareeCiouS wretch.' "—...1r.x.
change.
Eggs  
Butter A
Ham IP
Sausage
La rd  
2, bunches 13c
5c quart.
1,0c gal.
  80c bu.
 80c bu.
  5c bunch.
2 bunches 5c.
be hunch.
2 bunches 16c
2 bunches 16c.
3 bunches 25c
2 for 26e--
4 for 25c
10c dos.
20e doe.
35c peck
26c to 75c.
16c lb.
lac each
15c doz.
  25c lb.
lic lb.
  l'Jc lb.
12 1-2c lb
Condition Lacking: Lawyer—"Ma-
dem, I think that when your hus-
band takes his sober second thought
he will—" Fair Client—analr. Sharpe,
he has never had his second sober
thought yet.--Chicago
."Many a man will he surprised when
he gets to heaven to find how large a
place his little kindly deeds occupy
in its :history.
CLUPEGO SHRUNK
cloak" man. ti e eon, t tor
CLUETT. PEABODY a co,
Yaks. of elven and nomarab rants
blio6WDEfiettegsliONBIShilidieteleaBSOffell
OF TEACH alas.
Kentucky Educational asetria-
tion's Plans.
snao&GaltsligalleckliteNalisitelandeltee-
The Kentucky Educational associa-
tion in the meet has not accomplished
what it should have accomplished. It
has not been the power for good that
It should have been. In Many states
of the Union It is . great moving
power and its work and influence are
felt in every section of the state. Its
demands upon the state lepiles.ature
are carefully considered and as a rule
enacted into law. All these things
can and should be aceasmplathed by
the Kentucky Educational associa-
tion. Make It a business affair, put
che proper spirit into it and It will
give an impetus to the educe:do:lel
life of the state, the like of whieh
has never been known.
Suppose we can have an attendance
of 2;000- teachers. Let them come
-to think and to work. Let them come
for business and for she welfare and
future happiness of the youth of our
state. The good results that would
come from such a meeting are with-
out limitation. On the other hand,
suppose we have only a few teactbers
from one-fourth of the counties of
the state. What can we hope to ac-
complish? What could we expect
from the, legislators? Absolutely
nothing.
Thee would simply look at the
teaching force of the state as an aim-
less . o rgan zed (doss Without tHIT-
lane and caring little whether or not
we progress or retrograde. If the
county and city superintendents will
de their duty we can have the teach-
ere there. So 'let the superistendents
begin organizing at once. bet the
teacher know that the call hats been
made and it is his du,y to go. Let
alm understand that it Is, a -business
prepoaitloa and that ttenanyestmeoa
will -Isield an enormous diTideed. It
would be well in tilts cOnnection to
oty something of -the rear ga iza t ion
of the Kentucky Educational associa-
tioa. The committee having this
meeting in charge is working con-
etantly, and the matter is now well
under way. The geaeral conduct of
the reorganisation is being done
skillfully by Superintendents Rhoads,
Mark and ('rabbe, and by the time of
the next meeting. they will have a
permanent membership made up of
the most enthusiastic teachers in the
state. The plan will be to follow-
that of the :caramel Educational as-
soc.:eaten. There will be a permanent,
membershir and all persons engaged
in any kind of educational work will
be eligible. Full proceedings, in-
cluding a:1 addresses and the names
of all members wil be published In
hook orm and these, with other
paniihiets of information, will be
sent regularly to all permanent mem-
bers, whether or net they attnd tfie
meetings o' the association.
In this way all may have the pro-
ceedings aud addresses even when
they find it impossible to attend the
meetingis. These documents will be
valuable -to any teacher, and no
doubt hundreds of teachers who can
not attend the association will be-
come members in order to secure
these valuable papers.
Within a few days the secretary
will begin sending out circular nest-
tsr explaining the nature in full of
ITURD iY, M A.
APC04)460000.0464040/414.0.00.00.
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Nursing baby?
It's a heavy strain on mother.
Her system is called upon to supply
nourishment for two.
Some form of nourishment that will
be easily taken up by mother's system
is needed.
Scoff.' Emul.sion contains the
greatest possible amount of nourish-
ment in easily digested form.
Mother and baby are wonderfully
helped by its use.
0
0
0
004.40.00000000044600000:
ALL DRUGGISTS: 50e. AND $1.00
the Kentucky 'Educational aosocle-
tam in the future, and all persona who
desire to become members should
send elbeir name anti address to him
at once.
T. W. VINSON, Sec. K. E. A.,
Lexington, Ky.
Land Wealth of New York City,.
Few people realize the tremendous
land wealth of New York City today.
The total land valuations of the city
by its recent (settees reached the enor-
mous figure of $5,,$04),.4)-010,000; this is
an increase of $400sfea0'.e0ki in 1907,
over 1906, and 1906 in turn, showed
an increase of $480,000,000 ()Yee
1905. Within a -decade, increase has
been eonaidenaa:y over too, per ream March.
New York real estate is today val-
ued -at more than one-twentieth of
the erttire wealth of the Unked States
It is greater than the entire wealth
of many states and even of many for-
eign countries. It is 2,5 per cent
more than the entire wealth of Hol-
:and, Spain, Sweelen and Norway:
:54 per cent more than Switzerland,
Denmark oor Portugal; It Is one-
third that of Italy; one-fourth that
of Auetria-Mungeey; one fifth that
many; one-seventh that of Ger-
m-any e one eighth that-of France;
one tenth that of Great Britain and
Ieelaud. lit is indeed an imperial
city ie an empire state—Francis H.
Sisson in Moody's- Magazine for
DO YOU KNOW
How to economize on your fuel?—to get
rid of the bother of handling coal or ashes?
to have a sweet, pleasant diiDosition?
COOK WITH GAS
It's cheaper, because you don't Lave to keep the
fire going when it isn't needed. There is no coal to
handle. There are no ashes to remove. Just strike
a match and then turn a valve; your fire is then
ready.
Telephone us and we will call.
  e 
Paducah Light 4 Power Co.
(Incorporated.)
Lyop's Periodical Drops
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless. Greatest knaten [emelt remedy
CAUTION Beware 01 Counterfeits and ituttatictis. Ilan genuine is put UP ,,,WY in :paste Cten with feu-simile signature on side of the bottle, thus
Send for Circular to WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Solo Agents, Clantand, Ohio.
SOLD BY ALVEY & tam
BICYCLES BICYCLES BICYCLES
High grade, medium and cheap bicyclee. We sell them—we repair them—we guarananteed them.
The very latest models with all the improvements are now on our floor. Call and see them. Buy
now pay later.
S. E. MITCHELL,
1111111111se 
- 326-328 South Third Street
AIIII111111.111110111e11111111wgmagonntust
Home
Cure
for
omen
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly,- in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stittng your, age. We will send you
FRU AD VIC& in plain stetted 'metope, and a val-
uable es-pare Book on "MomeTrestmerrt for Woolen."
Addre•s: Ladles' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn,
II
If You.Fear
the ordeal of describing your sickness by word of mouth, why not try
the Cardui Home Treatment, and see if it will not help you, as It did
Mrs. Ellen Gilbert, of Villa Ridge, Ill., who writes: "I suffered from
female trouble and those choking, fainting spells. I was very nervous,
and grew weaker and weaker. Friends came to see me die, but I
began to takeWE CARDCIF Woman'sRelief
which relieved me right away. Now I am getting alo-g fine and recommend It to all
my friends." The merits of Cardel, as a reliable and effective remedy for all the dts-
elses peculiar to wcmen, have been known for the past 50 years. It Is a pure and non-
Intoxicating preparation of vegetable Ingredients, having a peculiar curative effect on the
female organs and functicaar Cardul has been found to-ve1ie4b pain, regulate fitful
functions and restore the disordered org ins to health. Try It
At Every Drug Store In $1,00 Bottles
f
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DR. T. FELIX GOURAUL S
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER
An ideal, antiseptic toilet powder for infanta
and adults.
This is an exquisitely perfumed, •ntleeptic toilet p wder. It is a
household nece.sity for the nursery and toilet. It keeps the com-
plexion clear and preset-Am' the selvety test , reef youth. It should
be used I: eely after bathing, giving a deltghtfu. and tefteshing effect.
Prepared by
Feed T. Hopkins, N. Y. City, Proprietor cf
GOURAIJD'S ORIENTAL CREAM.
For sale by W. B. McPbersod, Paducah, Ky
The Week In Society.
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VIOLETS IN HEAVEN.
I wonder if your eyes are wet
For joy, when heaven's first violet
-Awakens the Celeetial Spring:
Or can It be that ye forget,
Eintbralled by those transcendent
hours,
The seeet earth-passion 'of the
flow'er'?
'Tin planted there for'inernere:
Oh, radiant ones look down and
+see
The :tette purple fragrant thing;
God lets it bloom in heaven that ye
Forget not in transcendent hours
The sweet earth-passion of the
flowers.
—Charlotte Elizabeth Wells in Smart
Set.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The buelness and professional men
eof -Paduea wHt gime a banqttet on
Monday evening at the Palmer House
. in compliment to the directors and
stocktolders of the Palmer House
eatock company. Judge l-sughlin and
— John C. Roth of Chicago will
be present for the occasion.
The local mbe of the ,Wood-
men of the id 4 the Wood-
men Circ 1e sin with a re-
ception on. Tuelday evening at the
W. 0. W. hall, and a ball on Wed-
nesday evening, in honor of the vis-
iting members of both state camps
which will be in simultaneous con-
vention 'here on March 12 and U.
The entnntainine4e will be elahorate
affairs.
The De:phle club sill meet on
Tuesday merning at the Carnegie
1ittrary, The program will be a dou-
ble one -and will conetat of a die-
cesition of Fnmous C7kitiectrale of
Spain, in Sar—Si , liadolid andmivr4Atochla by. Rieke, Mrs.
Frank Bernet-cf.-and ,Mrs. Mfd9C0e
Japanese
Nail
Polish
Is the beat manacnre requisite
made. It is)mt a liquid or a
paste. You can use it without
a buffer. Box large enough
to last a year for
50c
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
Special Agent.
,Bornett. "Portugal—Spain's Near-
est Neighbor," Mrs. Mildred F.
kinavis and "The Pillar of Hercules,—
Gilmitarr—Centa," Miss Mattle Fow-
ler.
Trie Ka:oeophic club will meet on
Friday morning at la o'clock with
Miss Kattle.en V.'hitefleld, Kentucky
Avenue and 7th streets. Current
Topics will be presented by Mies
Lillie Mae Winstead. The German
drama will be discussed in two parte:
I. "The Drama of Schiller—Mary
.Stuart,"Miss Annie May Yeiser. II.
'Goethe—Life, Orignn of the Faust
Legend, Anaalysis and Ethical Teach-
ings of Faust." Mrs. Vernon Blythe.
'There will be a general dsiscussion ot
of the play "Fauet" by the club.
The Lenten Quiet,
The week has been marked by a
Lenten quietude and the canting
week has few announced events on
the social calender. It may be that St.
Patrick's day will be honored by some
social observaneeseee -Faliine en -Sun-
dae It can-be celebrated both "before
and atter" as it were; and it is gen-
erally a time of some pretty affairs.
Mid-Lent is on March. 19, when it is
customary to relax the Lenten inner,
but Paducah does not do this on the
ormal scale of the !large cities.
Whi:e Paducah is putting an
xtra tax on the brain this Lent and
attending strictly to her literary club
in other cities of Kentucky, from
Louisville down, the roller skating
rintenin the thing. .Skating parties
have entirely superseded dancing
and much of the entertaining is done
at the rinks. It is presumed the
hea`hhfulness of the exercise pre-
vents any Lenten ban upon is as a
pastime. Just how Paducah has
escaped the popular rink craze is a
marvel, but it may come to us yet.
—411)—•
Honor Paid Kentuckians at Honolulu
Miss Laura Anderson of Paducah,
who with Capt. and Mrs. Palmer
Wheat, sailed on February 5 on the
U. S. army transport "Logan" front
San Francisco for Manila, P. I_ spent
February 14th and 15th at Honolula.
The party was beautifully entertain-
ed while there by the army people
with an elaborate dinner party and
two balls at the Seaside and Moana
Hotels on Honolulu's world-famous
Waikiki beach. Clustered here are
the beach homes of Queen Lilluo-
kalani, Robert Louis Stevenson.
Charles Warren Stoddard and other
notables. The stay at Honolulu was
a wonderful panorama, enrapturing
the eye by the wealth of flowers
and foliage of the "World's Sun-
shine belt." It was hard for the
Kentuckians to realize it was mid -
February as it-Is always June in
"Happy Hawaii." The next stop of
the party was to be at Gwam.
, Miss.. Blanche Dills in Michigan.
I '
I Miss Leone Kesseil, of Pontiac,
iMieh., who was the guest of Miss
Blanche Hills in Paducah last win-
ter, entertained a week-end house-
party In honor of Miss Hills at her
home last Friday. Saturday and Sun-
day. Beside the guest of honor and
the hostess, the party" included:
Misses Jacque Eggleston of Imlay
City, and Ruth Moore, of Pontia;
Messrs. Wisner Willie*, Tom White
and Roy ih'yant, of Ann Arbor, and
Harry Maxwell, of Troy.
Miss Hills will leave Pontiac for
a return visit to Detroit today and
will be the guest there of Miss Char-
lotte Davies, 3S Woodward Terrace.
She has been the recipient of most
charming social attention In Pontiac
and Detroit during her visits In
both places. A round of dinner par-
ties, after-theater suppers, dances,
and aues-harties have been given in
her honor by her hostesses and many
of the young men she met at the Ann
Arbor "J Hop", 38 Woodward Ter-
race, is the most beautiful of the res.
Sleaze portions for which Detroit Is
famed.
Liebiing Recital For r`adu('ali.
The Crescendo club at its meeting
on Thursday afternoon at the
studio of Miser VIngnnia Newell on
North. 7th street, decided to have a
Liebritig- recnal at the Kentucky
theater the Iset week of May, if
Emil Liebling, the famous pianolst
and composer can come from Chica-
go at that time. In_doing this the
Crescendo club will certainly deserve
the hearty co-operation of all music
lovers of Paducah, for to have Lieb-
ling visit our city will be a rare
treat. The club is a small one, com-
posed of the music pupils of Miss
Newel:, and has shown much spirit
and courage, as well as faith in Pa
ducah, in attempting so great a
thing. .Liebling stands today at the
head of the modern composers, and
recently whea the Boston Symphony
Concert was playing in Chicago, a
Liebling recital on the same even-
u-re
Drugs
If you need Drugs, anything
in the Toilet Line, a prescription
filled promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine Line, tele-
phone S. H. Winstead, the Drug-
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
and 13roadway. Here are a few
things which he does well:
He tries to merit your trade.
He handles only the best
goods.
He gives prompt attenlion to
telephone orders.
He delivers goads promptly.,
He makes a specialty of his
Prescription Department.
He employs none but licensed
prescription clerks.
He treelts you as be would
have you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer.
He appreciates your trade.
So don't fogged., when you
need anything In the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-
phone; 756 and see what prompt
and satisfactory service you will
gel
S. H. WINSTEAD
PROPRIETOR
WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORK.
narlit PROVOS 7156.
Broadway and aeventli street.
ing, attracted the 'larger audiences,
auff In his own home at that
The club on Thursday afternoon
considered a miscellaneous program,
with especial music from Bach and
Edward McDowell. The next meet-
ing, Thursday week, ivn: be a dis-
cussion of I.iebling. Three week'
from Thursday Miss Newell will
have a mother's afternoon. Each
pupf: will be allowed to invite her
mother and each mother will be
permitted one guest.
Elegant Reception in Honor of Bride.
A notably -nandsome enteStain-
ment of the week was the recep-
tion given on Monday afternoon from
3 to 5 o'clock, try Mrs. Reuben Loeb
at -her home on Broadway, intro-
during her eon's bride, Mrs. Sydney
H. Loeb, a handsome anti attractive
Oklahoma City girl. The house was
beautifully decorated with a protri
sion of Southern smilax and roes
and earnatilons in a colter-motif of
pink and white. The ices and cakes
of the pretty two-course luncheon
were Itkothe pink end whit. effect.
Delightful fruit punch was served
tiering the afternoon by Miss Eliza-
beth Rothschild of SI. Louis and
Mies Mamie Dreyfus.
Assisting ,aire. Loch end Mr" Syd-
ney Loeb In receiving the guests
were: Mrs. Vict7ar Voris. 'Mrs. Adolph
Wet), Mire. E. Fels, Mrs. Abe Liv-
ingston, Mrs. Herman Friedman, Mrs.
Louis Rubel; Misses Carrie Well of
Cleve',and, Stella Levy of New
Orleans, Pearl Blunt of Nashville,
Tenn. The reception gowns were es-
pecially handsome and striking.
About toe guests called during the
afternoon,
Chess, Checker and Whist Club,
The Chess, Checker and Whist
club held -its annual election of ofli-
eers on Monday evening in the club
rod ma at Broadway and reth streees:
The present .officers were all reelect-
ed ae follows: Dr. .1, Q. Taylor,
president; Charles W. Thompeon,
vice president:Frarhk B. May, secre-
tary: Nolan Van Cul'o, treal.;uriates
The club Is one of the most suc-
cessful In !the city, It was organ-
ised in 1•9•000 and hat, new 19•0 mem-
bers with a large waiting list. The
club quarters -are handsomely fitted
and cenvenient in every detail for
comfort and pleasure. Dr. J. Q.
Taylor has been (he presideet since
the organization of the club and bee
been an important fat-tear In its sue-
ceseful growth and sterling features
Delphic Club's New Deicers and Work
The Delptic club met on Tuesday
morning at the Carnegie
As the firet Tuesday in March Is the
time set in the--cOnstitution and by-
Saws for the &soften of officers and
ter determining the work of .tlie en-
suing year, the weary proomm fer
the day was omitte6to
2-1r•gYhet." was selected as the coun-
try fcr next year's study and Mrs
George Flournoy, Mrs. Edmund M
Post and 'Mrs. Elleridge Palmer wee'
appointed a committee to arrange
the Year Book for 1907-191.8. Until
the preeene year -the chub has' had
the program outiired away from home
but the study of Spain was so clev-
erly mapped out by Mrs. I.ouls M.
Rieke anti Mrs. Frank Parham that
the club awakened to the realiza-
tion of the motto "know thyself" anti
hereafter will do its own program
work. With Egypt's fabulous
wealth of material to draw upon the
ensuing year will he most attract-
ively prevented by the competent
committee In charge.
The following officers were elected
for the year beginning October 3,
190.7: Mrs. (Mildred Fowler Davis,
prenldert: Mrs. George Clayton W11-
141.0134 vice preildent; 414.*:Helln SW-
IM I.owry, secretary and t Menet rer.
The present officers who have no
ably guided the club for two years
ware net eligible to re-eteetioa, 'lav-
ing served the full time, and will re-
tire Apel 30. Mrs. Robert ,Beckez
Phillips, president; MTV . MUSCO •
Burnett, rice president; MTS. Frail,
L. Scott, secretary and trensurer.
Informal Afternoon Euchre.
Mrs. I. Young of West Jefferson
street was pleasantly surprised by e
number of her friends on Tuesday
afternoon. Euchre was played and
the prizes were captured by Mrs. R.
Endress, Mrs. William Hommel, Mrs.
Young served an impromptu 3-
course luncheon in a most attractive
setting of spring jonquils. Yellow
was the co:or-scheme. Those present
were: Mrs. E. W. Bockinon, Mrs. J.
Friant, Mrs. J. W. Snerri:1, Mrs. R.
Endres., Mrs. William Hummel,
Mrs. Georgia . Beyer, Mrs. William*
Katterjohn, Mrs. G. Jacob, Mrs.
John Rock, Mrs. WiSliam Merkle,
Mrs. I. Young, Miss Pauline Roth.
—4—
a 'Matinee Musical Club. •
The Matinee Musical club had a-
delightfaliSante-Seans and Beritio2
afternoon on Wednesday at the Par-
ish House of Grace church. The
leaders were Mrs. thivid G. _Murrell
and Miss h'irginia Newell. The room.
was prettily decorated with rowers
and carnations were given as souve-
nirs. The program was attractively
presented- by: Mrs. David FAitnoy,
Mrs. D. G. Murrell, Misses INanlie
Dryfuss, Courtie and Letha Puryear,
Aline Bagby, Caroline Ham, Maude
Cairnes, Ella Wilhelm. Mary Bondri-
rant and Mr. Rotrert D. MacMillen.
--se—
U. D. C. Chapter.
Miss Adine Morton was the hostess
of the Paducah Chapter. United
Daughters of the Confederacy, on
Tuesday afternoon at her home on
Broawary. It was the regular meet-
ing for March. After the routine
business an attractive musical and
literary program was enjoyed. Mrs.
Luke Russell gave a paper on"The
Navy of -the-Centfesterseen" Moe -Lela
Wade Lewis told of "Admiral Ralph-
ael Semmes." Miss Julia Scott and
Mrs. Emmett Etagby sang and Mi-s
ry Scott gave a piano 119nben3ea
d cake were served. ____ ____
Mrs. Luke Russell Agra William
J. Gilbert and Miss Adine Morton
were appointed a committee to ex-
press the U. D. C. resolutions of sor-
row on the death and loss to the
chapter of Mrs. Bertie Fowler Camp-
bell, a beloved member and interest-
ed worker.
--ten—
Kallosophic Club.
The Kalintbenic club met on Fri-
day morning with Miss Kathleen
Whitefield, Kentecky avenue and
7th street The-French dramatists,
Sardou and Rostand were discussed
by Misses Frances Wallace and Kath-
leen Whitefield L'Aiglon was read by
the club. Mrs. David Flournoy pre-
sented "Current Topics."
Pleasant Social Attains.
Mr. James McKinney was the
5.
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Absolutely
Pure.
The
Careful
Housewife
uses
no other.
,e
ROYAL SAWN° POWDER 00., NEW vostre.
er'nell"-in."-ee • eie —we --- ----se
11.
host at a pleasant card party on
Tuesday evening to the guests of
Mrs. Ellen Morrow's lioardng house
at -519 Kentucky Avenue. The head
prizes were won by Mrs. George
Wall and Mr. Addison Clay. The
consolation prize went to Mr. High.
are—
ehijoyahle
The pupils of the Kentucky Ave-
nue Presbyterian Sunday school en-
joyed a pleasant social on Tuesday
evening in the lecture room of the
chterch. Mereic was a feature, and
light refreshments were
—4-
11w Woman's Club.
The Whenan's club held an interest
served.
(Continued on page seven.)
/, After Exposure
to snow or rain a cold comes.
DR. BELL'S
--PINE-TAR-HONEY
will core in one night—it will always prevent
a cold if taken on coming in out of the wet.
Delig,htfuili pleasant to the taste. Good
for thiJda._-Good isr awifyi.00dy.
Gentlemen:
Last November I was taken with a Wen cold
and cough. I used a bon io of standard expectorant and was
rot benefitted in the least: I then tried another stancierd
cough cure, but with no better resui,s than with the expec-
torant. I MILS then recommerried t-y a drugglst at Goving-
Mo. Ga.. to try Or. Eie:I's Plne-Tar-lionettind after Luang
me 25c bottle I was completely cured. This testimorial
vats urtiolletted. but you are at liberty to use it In any way
you may choose. In my ocinion you have by far the best
cough tnedtctne on the market. Yours truly.
I K. NuawAs, Ola. Ga.
Curios Coughs end
elves Strength to die Lenges
Over f,000.000 bottles were enid daring the year 1004. on an
absolute guarantee. Out of this vast number of 5ales money was
refunded on only six bottles. This proportion--4 out of 4,000,000--is
so exceedingly small that it hardly makes a ripple in the solid
phalanx of satisti-.A customers. This the unprecedented
record of the moat wonderful couch medi,ine on the market.
c-w- am FOR THE BELL ON THE BOTTLE.-&3
25 cents, 50 cents and 5400 Bottles.
Prepared by E. E. SUTHERLAND MEDICINE CO., Paducah, Ky.
F. I. LS
Pt ME
1AR
e.C.NEY
-vein • cost"'
Prepared by E. E. Sutherland Medic Inc Co., (Inc.) PgdissetC Ky.
OUR SPECIAL BOOK AND MUSIC SALE
IS NOW ON
Here are some of our GREAT CUT PRICE VALUES:
All $1.50 late copy-right novels at. $1.08
This lot includes "The Far Horizon," 'Cools-
ton," "The Doctor" and a hundred others.
All $1.50 net price novels at_ *1.35
This includes books by Myrtle Reed, Mark
Twain, ete.
All popular copy-rights worth 75c go at_ 40C
This includeit"The Man on the Box," "Sea
Wolf," "Hearts and' Masks'' and WO others.
Webster's International Dictionary, indexed,
latest and best edition. worth E12.50, at $8.65
White House Cook Book, worth El 50, at ..79C
Beautiful padded leather edition of the poets,
worth El 25, at  73c
Standard works of fiction in silk cloth bind-
ing, worth 35c, at 19c
Dainty little books of poems, white silk
binding, worth 3e, at 18C"
- _
Bibles, Dictionaries and all other books are in this sale.
  on muain  
D. E. WILSON, the Book and Music Man, Harbour's Dep't Store I
Watch our advertisements for cut prices
THE KENTUCKY 4i Five Nights and 
Two Matinees.-Wednesday and Satur•
day—Commencing TUESDAY NIGHT, March • • •
BACK AGAIN
12
WILLARD MACK and MAUDE LEONE
And the same fine cast they had with them on their former engagement in Paducah.
Ladies Free Tuesday Night
POPULAR PRICES
,IONIMMOIMO.••
15 ca5 c-35c-50
Opening bill 'Tuesday night in that greatest* of
problem plays
.01#
With one paid 50c seat if purchased before
5 o'clock Tuesday.
Matinees 10c and 25c.
Se a t son Sae Monday.
"Sowing the Wind"
e„-
WW1 Wien.
,41#,
TTIE PADUCAH EVENING BUN SATURDAY, MARCH 9.
the Vabucah %un.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCORroRATED
P. IL FISHER. Presidia*
Ill I. PILICTON. General Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION RATIN&
Watered at the postoffice at Pedgeeb.
ILy.„ am second class matter,"
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier, per week ...........1')
By mail, per month, in advances .25
By MAll, per year, in advanoeee &Fe
THE WEEKLY WS
ger year, by mail, po tag. pald...ILIN
Address THE SUN. Paducalt. y.
Whew ill South Third Moses Mil
Payne a Young, Outage saTh
r ork  representatives.
THE SUT•I can be found as Ms leallr-
air places:
It D. Clements • Ina
Van Cuun Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
• 
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
February, 1907.
1 443-6 16- - - 2929
2 3S13 16 3874
4 3830 18 3813
r,  3861 19 3805
6 3851 -2,0 3830
3871 21 3869
 3825 22 3915
9..e.-e...3g13. 23 '3849
11 ,  3828 25 3855
12........38a5 26 3836
13-4.-3844 27 392)
14... 1....387s0 218 3890
Average for February, 1907 3859
Average for February, 1906 3757
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the aboveeltatement let*
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
ANNOUNCEME vrs.
For Mayor.
The Sun Is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject [d an; action ofCua
libmoeratic par-t-y.
The Sun is ariorfzed to announce
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
(or mayor subject to the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Assessor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
For City Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
the office of City Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
Daily Thought.
The heart IS dead when the smile
of a cline eatik, kit!, Its depths.
POLITICS AND SCHOOL POLITIC'S.
It is an .honor to he affiliated with
such men as attended the Non-Parti-
san School leiegue meeting and
signed their names to the roster. and
THE SUN cannot but commend the
diecretion of other papers, which are
Identified with the schemes that have
undermined the school system, in not
publ:shing the list of promoters of
the movement. "DI-timed and 111:
advistel•' says on ill wisher, which
does not dare to fey who are identi-
fied with the le..gue. Such men as
these have not been engaged much
In iletimed and ill-advised schemes;
neither are they likely to he drawn
away from the c von tenor of their
put-emits to prove-lite en unprofitable
fight, unlese there is toonie tangible
good to be accomplished. They are
not men Who meddle poiitics for
their own gviln or the gratification
of their friends. They are in earneet
In this movement, for they are earnest
men and have always been in earnest.
They have not been-misled into *Sterl-
ing the lepers. They are men who
have not ;edited ,the poilition they
hold oommeretally, in the church and
In community life by signing tiocii-
tnente, the import or which they do
not understand.
These men have at purpose to pees
forme -and it is the pleaterre of THE
SI'N to aid them while rancor rages
al the rising of the sun, and pusillen-
elite stands In the way at the going
down thereof .
Why Mould these men take tip
non-partisan light at this time?
"Poiities no longer permeates the
body of men In whose halide rests
tee destiny of Paducah #ch,0011#." Pays
the soft spoken advocate, whoee
mlnatione against the school admin-
istration nettle exigible the work of
YnIn and difterganizatten. We had
expected Just such argument ace this
frotn that very amerce. Polities to
some lymph. mean, Demoeret on on-
eide and Republkan on the other;
hut to the men in office, who ire go-
ing after the good things, it Is give
and take, and party tempi% lose their
significance in the presence of he
loot
The men who have joined the nop-
reetietra moreinent Went a ticket
,',-• fed nest fall otv a platform es
7 see*, different front the one led-
ranted by the incumbents as it is
possible to make it. These trustees
weut into attire pledged to give Jobe
to their friends, and they fought and
promised and worked- for the nomina-
tion and election to a board that
offers not a penny reward for the
effort. there are a few
good men on the board, but they are
standing on a rotten plank.
They opposed the school superin-
tendent and their leaders adopted the
only weapons thee knew how to han-
dle, abuse, and his friends were not
spared. The declaration was made,
obviously enough for the benefit of
the reporters. by the prevent secre-
tary of the board in open meeting,
that he knew, something scandalous
about a certain principal and a teach-
er. There never was a resolution in-
troduced by him to invest gate the
case and to this good day nothing
more has been said. But the publi-
cation of the slander 'has brought
more than one teacher and principal
into disrepute, and, oddly enough
some of those whose names are wise-
elated vitt the _base slander are
friends of the  secretory+. Thtte does
such mud fall on the just and the un-
just alike. The pupils mooted the
story about the corridors of the
school buildings, and many an -idle
tale is being bandied around the city,
that emanated from the same evil
source.
Although there was a change in
the school board this year, the lead-
ers were members of the old, board.
and the eeeretary and others, who
have been mode active in fomenting
discord, are personally responsible
for the election of Superintendent
Lieb. They elected 'him after they
had the advantage of a year's ob-
servation of his work in the schools.
and they secured his services, accord-
ing to their own "mouth-piece," be-
cause he had done so much to the
sehools. Having chosen him, they
scarcely allowed him time to under-
take the contract they persuaded
him to sign before -they began a sys-
tematic rianl.Paigh _ek 
perintendent Lieb was as Incompetent
as they said, then they must have
spoken falsely when they praieed him
so highly at the time of hiteelectionk
IT he iras_so bad that It became nec-
essary for them te humiliate him by
every petty device within their
means, and they were warranted in,
not only ignoring his recommenda-
clone, but in ascertaining his wishes
and policy and then thwarting them:
they should have secured his resig-
nation, If he was not as incompe-
tent as they said, and not as bad as
they represented, then, of course.
they have spoken falsely of him
since,
But whatever they may have come
to think of Superintendent leeb,
granting that they were mistaken in
him, and that they are not men of
anfileterrtir acute powers of observe-
eon nor of the mental centime to
judge whether the schools were be-
ing properly conducted when they
elected him. having elected him and
being responsible for his position, as
men, they should have supported
him and his policy until the end of
the year. If they chose Ina-del/redly,
having the superintendent's record
before them, the blame is on them,
and a sense of the proprieties should
have kept them mum. Bet they have
treeted him shamefully, and their
conduct brands them as utterly devoid
Of those essential elements of char-
acter that make possible our 'civil-
ized ctuatoms, of social and commer
cial fair dealing between man and
man.
These, remember, are not all the
Democrats elected to the board by a
party majority on a phetform of
"Pad-tenth school jobs for Paducah
people.•" but members of the old
hoard, Whose terms expire this year.
So, no charge of partisian politics can
be sustained against THE SUN in its
attitude.
r One member in particular has giv-en out through the susceptible press
false and malicious statements con-
cerning the superintendent and his
administratkm, and has verged close-
ly onto the 'line of libel, so closely
that a warning from THE SUN
caused a cessation. One of those
falsehoods WWI the declaration that
the sehool board, of which he was a
member, eleeted Sneerintendent Lite)
from August- I, 1906, to August 1,
1907, and that afterward, when the
contract was made out, Seereteve
Pitcher, or President Williamson, or
Superintendent Lieb. made alters-
thyme either before or after signing
it, and either by- mistake or some-
thing else, ('hanging the date to Sep-
tember 1. The trustee went on to
say that the successor to Superin-
tendent Lieb should be elected for a
year, commencing August 1, next,
and the "mouthpiece" of this garrul-
ous trustee in its report of the meet-
ing resorted that rho new seperie-
tentlent was Owled for a year, com-
menting August 1, when, sa a mat-
ter of fact, not a word, was said at
the meeting concerning the begin-
nine of the term of service.
TUg St'N reprod tired. t be report I
of the meeting at. Shich"Superinteed-
hot 1.1eh was elected, on Marsh 6. 1
1904, Si it appeared In the "mouth-, ,
pier*" the next clay, and that report;
said Superintendent Lieb was elecie-d
for a year, commencing September 1,
1 1900, The other pepers of even datecorroborated this, and the contract
'was not drawn up and signed until
the following June.
Irregularities of the most informal
eharacter have marked the proceed-
ings of the present board. Vacancies
%ere filled before tee board was or-
gaelzed; and it is believed by People
acquainted with the law that mem-
bers-elect voted before they were leg-
ally qualified. Dr. Walston resigned
to escape any financial liability that
might be incurred by individual
members, on account of the invalidity
of the acts of the board so irregularly
constituted.
Men on the board, who would co-
operate usefully under different con-
ditions, lack the qualities of leader-
ship, and would face followers if they
poseeseed the* qualities.
These are some of the evils, which
a change in the make-up of the board,
calculated to unhorse the aelf-seek-
ing- d1etaterk-eff11- about; but
deeper down toward the root of things
there are other and more serious ills
that affect the schools. There is in-
competence and insubordination, and
machinations againet the administra-
tion that may give the new superin-
tendent trouble the first time he un-
dertakes to assert himself and de-
clinee to be made the tool of a board,
which is swung by the under current
of school politics. Ate there's that
word again—politics. Not Demo-
crats and ,Republicans; but alliances
and feuds; cabals and plots and
counterplots among the school folks
and their allies outside.
As to this latter fact, we are not
alone. Let us hear from one who
denounces anything THE SUN Is first
to advocate. In the course of an edi-
torial it says:
So far as the late rinplesant-
nese in the school is concerned.
we had but little to say in this
column, in fact our only com-
ment Wadi =Ode- 111, theee or four
lines about six months ago when
we observed that the clouds
hanging over the schools were
identical with those a few years.
ego, Consequently the ultimate
result wee no suit-prise, and we
are candid enough to say that if
another' row breaks out in the
schools that the people will not
only demand but insist that all
parties connected with it be dis-
missed from the service. While
we wouel not wish to see an in-
justice done any one, still the
welfare of the schools comes
first and if quick work is made
of those who clash, others will
profit by it.
Now, here's a clew. The clouds
were "identical with those of a few
pears ago." Therefore, Superintend-
ent Lieb must not have been the
creme of the recent trouble in the
schools, for he wee Identified with no
former disorders. It was some other
cause. He, as we suspected, has
been made the victim of a plot, or of
conditions with the production of
which he had nothing to do.
Here we have a man, who professes
to know what is the trouble. and
threatens that if it happens again as
it has twice, he will "Mahe that atli
parties connected with it71•0 dismiss-
ed from the service." His language
denotes that there are people and
not mere conditions at the bottom of
the trouble, and the writer must belle
CANDIDATE RE-ELECTION CITY CLERK
HENRY BAILEY.
•
To My Friends and Voters of the Democratic party:
As I am now busy making out tax bills for the year of 1907, which
will confine me to my office until June 1, I take this method' of putting
my candidacy before the public for indoreemeet u. my Wheats my record
will show that. I am qualified and secend to none as ate clerk.
Yours very truly, HENRY BAILEY.
11.•=00•11
his own declaration that the trouble
is over. Since Superintendent Lieb
has severed his relations; with the sys-
tem, we have a right to presume that
the writer anticipates no further dif-
ficulty on account of Superintendent
Lieb.
We can not understand the atti-
tude of a man, who says he knows
what has caused the dissentione in
the schools, but refuses to aid ' in
eradicating it.' Is he afraid to tell?
Is he particeps criminis and dares
not turn state's evidence! Oraetoes
he assume a Wee air of wisdom to
intimidate some one, in order that he
may accomplish his own private
ends?
Such an one should prove useful
iv a MOVCIT#00#, (104iCated to 130CtIre
remedy for evi:s aeistityg in the school
system, if he is heneet and sincere.
this Is the mauling of non-parti-
san as applied to this school move-
ment: the pledge nat to support the
cause of any political party, person
or scheme that in anyway may injure
the school system, interfere with
proper discipline or hamper the ad-
ministration. It means the selection
of Paducah's best citizens, men to
whom the acceptance of the position
would mean a satelfice, and men who
could not he moved from the right by
cajoiere or intimidation. As to the
affiliatten of the candidates with
any great national political party,
the league Is not concerning Itself.
This is net an attempt to divide the
spoils between Democrats and Re-
publicans. but to Prevent their being
any spoils.
It must he ere-harms:sine for an111.411049111a.411104Olasedirmillive.4 editorial writer to be compelled' to/
resort to the files of a rival paper to
secure the facts on which to base his
,argiument, especiaLy when those facts
are contained In- a local news story.
Perhaps, it was some such thought
as this inspired the editor of the
Democratic organ to pen: "Some
would-be newspaper men don't know
that the best papers keep their read-
ers posted on ail they events whether
according to their notions or not."
The same idea °rewired to us When
se observed editorial comment in the
organ on the discharge of a saloon-
keeper in the police court and the
meeting of the non-partisan reboot
league, neither of which figured to
the extent of a line in Rs news col-
umns, --
Hats and Caps for
Children.
The Peroxline Caps
for Girls Are the
Newest Things
TO BE HAD. AT THE
NEW STORE.
We have the prettiest con-
setts in head wear for boys direct
from the modelers, which you
will appreciate geeing. Note
the displays in the window.
The Peroxline caps in white,
red, blue and champaigne are
new things for the girls, and
are to be had from the New
Store only.1
111.010 4t
1
—5.
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Superintendent feet, does not fig-
ure longer In school board affairs. He
declined to stand for re-election and
THE SUN while always sepporting
his administration, did not urge him
to remain. He and his best friends
felt that his ugefuness here for the
present is ended, not from any' fault
of his, but because of conditions over
which he had no control. We stood by
him, because we felt that' discipline
demanded that we suptkirt the school
head. We shall show the same
steadfast friendship toward 'his suc-
cessor In all his efforts for the bet-
terment eel the Paducah public
schools. •
0—
Temper It a good thing as long sus
you can keep it Pbe man, who
1011011 hIs temper. is wdrie' Ziff than
the Man, who never had spy.
Harriman wile the public is 6511t-
-1 •
Leg for a 110-00:Ise fare,
..1.• 4..5c
Grand Commandery.
Maysville, Ky., Meech 9.—The
coming annual conclave of the Grand
Commandery of Keetiveity, -Knights
Template, Which will be held here
May 17 and 113, promises to be an
elegant affair. Maysville Command-
ery, No. 10, of which Grand Com-
mander Thomas A. Keith is a meinber
has already begun preparations for
the event. Gtand Commander 'Keith
has appointed Sir Knight Lewis Ap-
person, of Mt. Sterling, grand mar-
shal of the parade, while the follow-
ing committees have been named to
get things; ready:
Executive Committee—Thos. A.
Keith, Gordon Suleer, E. A. Robinson,
J. D. Dye, R. B. Owens, S. P. Brown-
lee, P. G. Smoot, James W. Fitz-
gerald, P. P. Parker.
Entertainment — Lew is Apperson,
E. A- Robinson,TkeC, Franklin, R. J.
Biseett, W. H, Cox, H. E. Pogue, G.
C. Keith, C. JeCollins,
Finanee—S. P. Brownlee, 3. AV.
Fitzgerald, J. D. Dye. R. 13, Owens,
J. C. Everett P. 'P, Parker.
Music—P. G. Smoot, If B. Owens.
C. E. Gefsel. Clarence Mathews.
Transportation—W. W. Wikoff, ('
J. Collins, L. M. McCarthy.
Hotels and Accommodations—H,
B. Owene, John I. Winter, IL P. Chen-
owerh, J. C. Everett, Clarence
Mathews.
Decors/Hons.—H, P. Clienoweth, C
S. Collins, William Trouts, Jr., W. F.
Hall W. N. Stockton, H. C. Sharp,
J. H. Cummings,
Parade--Lewis Apperson, grand
marshal; P. P. Pecker, J. W. Fi.tz-
March Is A Trying Month.
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor
power,
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
When health is lost. Be timely wise,
With health all taste of pleasure
flies."
March is conceded by local phy-
skeane to be the worst month in the
y-ear in Paducah, In the point of the
extent of alekness. The quick changes
in the temperature, warm one day.
chilly, with penetrating winds the
next affect the physical condition
probably more than any season of the
year.
The only safeguard therefore is to
get yourself in geori condition. The
liver, the blood, the kidneys, the
skin should be in first class order or
you can ,not stand the trying month.
Osteopathy, quickly naturally re-
store any disarrangement to any of
these essentials of good health. The
torpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
the poor blood supply or cireglation
readily yield te its health giving
methods
The treatment Is simplicity !Melt,
sane, vrational, without the use of
harmful drugs. It cures by scientif-
ic manipulation to restore the normal
function, to each organ. It recog-
nises, appreciates and uses proper
diet, air, water, exerclae and other
natural hygienic measures, too.
A trite saying is "Seeing is believ-
ing,- so I shall be pleased to refer
you. If ecer"are interested, to any num
her of people you know %,ell who rah
attest to the virtues of the treatment
In liver, stomach, bowels, rheumatic',
titatkina•e, Malaria. nearalgis • and
hereon, rendition.
..Carl Me at 1407 or call at Mr office
516 Broadway, at any time between
9 and 12 a. re. or 2 and 5 p. in. Dr.
0, B. Frolic —
The Commonwealth Paid in Full
$200 POLICY IN FORCE 3 MONTHS
'Other companies would have paid only $100. The COMMON-
WEALTH is the only company that pays it* Industrial Policies
PROMPTLY and IN FULle—no matter if insured dies within one
year, one week or one day after policy is issoed. The COMMON-
WEALTH is a HOME COMPANY with its policyholders amply pro-
tected by $100,000 deposited with the State Treasurer at Frank-
fort. Investigate these policies—the sooner the better. Read what
Mr. Laird says: •
Hickman, Ky., Feb. 21, 1907.
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INS, CO.,
Louisville, Ky. 1 ,I I'.Gentlemen:—
I received today through ythir‘.agent, Mr. J. D. Elkins, check for
$200.00 in full settlement of claim I had against your Company un-
der policy No. 26909, on account of the death of my wife, Mrs. Bettie
T. Laird, who died Feb. 17th.
Although this policy was ohlyriseued on Nov. 19th, about three
months, your Company paid me in fell $200.00, whereas any other
company doing an industrial busineta would -have paid me only one-
half or 6100.00, as your policies are placed i nFul1 Immediate Bene-
'fit from the date of issue, a provision which should be considered by
all those desiring industrial insurance.
Thanking you for your kindness and promptness in settling this
claim and assuring you that whenever I can say a good ward in be-
half of the Commonwealth shall certainly do so.
Vet/sillily yours, . _ .
(Signed,) JOHN A. LAIRD,
Beneficiary.
Write a postal card to J. F. Nicholson,Superintendent of Indus
trial Department, Eagle Building, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
and an agent will be glad to cell and explain fully the many exclusive
features of COMMONWEALTH Insurance. You do not obligate your-
belt in any way by talking it over.
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Savings Rank.
Commonwealth
Life Ins. CO
308 W.
• I. Cu ihsevsi tl lneu, t y
J. D. POWERS, Pres.; JUDGE MATT 011ikitIfERTY, First Vice
1
Pres.; DARWIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and Treivai' DR. J. W. GUEST,
Medical Director; GREGORY & WHENRY, Gen'l. Counsel; J. M.
QUINN.  elanager of 4 or nelpe. 
is
Maid. John Marshall, J. H. Cum-
ming:a' C. F. Rhoades, G. W, Green,
W. W. Gault.
'Invitations and Publicity—Gordon
Sulser, Allan D. Cole, Thomas A.
Davis.
Program—J. D. Dye. S. P. Brown-
ing, Gorden thilser Allan D. Cole,
William Ilronts, Jr.
Reception—G. S. Wail, F. W. Her-
rop, W. F. Hail, F. 0. Barkley, J. B.
Durrett, N. S. Calhoun, J. Reese Kirk,
J. H. Cummings, L. leangefele, W.
H. Howard, W. N. Stoekton, L. F.
Everett, T. J. Chenowerh, E. P.
Browning, A. C. Spliar, John I. Win-
ter.
This will be the sixtieth emlinal-
conclave of the Grand Oommandery.
Maysville has three past grand Isom-
menders now -living,
The Telephone Voice.
N. H. Hall, Vice President of the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Company, says the Southern accent
le rapidly disappearing. There are
many causes, lie says. The Southern-
er travels more and uses the langu-
age or commerce today, whereas
twenty years ago he used the langu-
age of literature. But • above all
looms Va.:: fact that the telephone Is
used so mach more generally and so
frequently. Th'el'U'AC'Of the tele-
phone, little as ilie hsual onlooker
may think of it is.cOliductive to bre-
vity of speech. It also is bringing
all normal voices to a sameness of
pitch and engrafting a similarity in
enunciation. In fact, the telephone
is gradually changing the voices of
the nation.
An Automobie tor WO.
We have a 10-horse power Ford au-
tomobile that is complete in every re-
spect, with absolutely no repairs nec-
essary that is a bargain for someone
for $500 cash. Call or telephone in
for particulars. k'sre.man Bros.,
North Fourth street.' ,
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Ceurier-Journal Louisville Times '
The Commercial-Appeal St. Louis Republic
The Record-Herald Chicago Examiner
The Globe-Democrat Chicago Tribune
The Post-Dispatch Nashville A mericanThe NeweScirnitar. Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-ChroniCle Chicago pally News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Regigter Office, 523 Broadway
is
Are you getting your
share of bargains tat
THE BAIMAIN STORE
314 Broadway.
Are You Looking
for a Servant?
We will furnish you with a sert•ant that will stay at least
one year—work night and day without complaining—will doyour shopping, ordei your sus, call the doctor, fireman.or police—attend all your .-wants--All for. 111.50 a
trt °nth. Call Contract neilartment No. 650 for particulars.
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.
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SATURDAY, NLARCH P.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. PACS rms. - Iry
Yirst Jhowing of
'Yew 41arts for pring
Ais Week
Slacks or Yancies $)0 to $20
guck, 9kiIIipCs.
geack-to-Wear 9epartment
Jecond yloor
—For Di. Pendley ring 416.
—For Copeland', stable phone 100
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
—Drink Belvedere the maater
brew.
—Uprigh' pianos from $150 to
1200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
—Wedding invitations, announce-
ments an every character of en-
graved work is given careful. per-
, Apottat-ittterrt!trn at -Thallitim
f 
—Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
• at Bruesons, 522 Broadway.
—Globe Wernicee filing cases and
all supplies for them, also the best
line of ,rbone. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
—You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sue. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, he Old EnglIsh $3.
—We desire to announce to the
public that the temporary abandon-
ment, by the Traction company, of
their owl car service will not effect
our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us with their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Co.
—Belvedere oeer is e home pro-
duct. Remember that.
—If you haven't time to go home
for dinner try Whitehead's 2;5-c dize
ner, 215 Broadway.
—City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of theli
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. , attention
will be pall to such orders when
given to our careers. Sun Pub. Co.
—Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
—Place your oraers tor wedding
invitations at home. The Sun Shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prices much lower thali
you pay elsewhere.
—Charles Smith, a well known
butcher of Mechanicsburg, was
thrown from his horse yesterday, and
sustained a broken collar bone as
well as numerous minor injuries,
which will confine him to hie home
several weeks.
--We are prepared to rePair as
well as repaint and refit your car-
riages. All work done promptly, and
satisfaction guaranteed. Phope old.
401, Sexton Sign Works, Sixteenth
and Madison.
• seeress
What He Was.
John Mitchell was talking to a re-
porter a-bout the wide Interest that
the world now takes in socialism and
the labor question, says the Minne-
apolis Journal.
"Socialism and what it stands for,"
se'', "has become a complex
science like astronomy.
"There was a labor meeting in
session behind closed doors the other
day, and.a friend of mine tried to get
Into It.
"What are you?" the doorkeeper
asked sternly. "Positiocist, commun-
ist, socialist, Marxist. solutionist.
SinclaritiLin collectkinist?"
" '1*--Milltered my bewildered
friend--'whe I—am a machinist.' "
.•
a
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAI I
Reery dose makes you feel better. I.a.a•Poe
keeps your whole Insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywhere Price Se tete.
Prospective Customer (in 1910)
--"I understand you have a broken
set of "Roosevelt's Messages to Con-
gress?' " Book Dealer— "Yee, sir;
with only two volumes forty-seven
and sixty-two, mitraIng!"—Puck.
Five girls in a fashionable board-
ing School have formed a *octet/ to
protest 'earnestly 'against- -the ricw
effelling.Titey sign themselves Mythic..
MayMe, Greece, Kathryne and Car-
rye."--Striart Set.
Ifolle makers he:Melees foolof lootne
people
FORD AUTO RECORD BREAKER.
Six Cylinder Car Does Remarkable
Drive on Circular Track.
A dtspatre under dee; of February
26th to the Kansas CityStar from
San Diego, Cal., slays: All records
for automobiles on a two mile circu-
lar track were broken yesterday after-
noon by a Fiord touring car at John
H. Gass' fine track -at Ieaketside, near
this city. The car used was a big s'ix
cylinder, 50-horse power machine
and was driven around the track by
Charles L. Kessler, head of a locale
automobile supple house. Besides
Kessler, three others were in the car,
The time was, of course unofficial.
 Atoording to a watch held by Ernest
Priest, one of the party in the oar,
the first dash around the trek was
made in one minute and thirty sec-
onds. The second round was made In
one mintite and forty seconds, and
the third in one
teConds.
All of these 'are
minute and twenty
new records for
any kind of a oar on a two mile eir-
cu'ete track, and each was better than
was ever made before by a gasoline
ear, according to the testimony of
experts here.
Kessler is astonished at the results
obtained and is wondering how he did
it, but is willing to make the run
again to prove what his car can do.
The new car just Feld Mr. Jcdsn
W. Keller is, the same car as the one
used in this test, and is attracting a
host of interested auto enthusiasts at
Foreman Brothers. where it is on ex-
hibition this week. Foreman Bros.
have the agency for al: Fend ears In
Paducah.
Advertisement for Proposals.
Paducah, Ky., March 7, 1907.
Sealed proposals nifil—be received
at this building until 2 o'clock p. m.,
March 19, 1907, for furnishing fuel,
lights, water, ice, miscellaneous sup-
plies, washing towels, hauling ashes,
and sprinkling streets for this. build-
ing during the fiscal- year ending
June 30, 1908, or such portion of the
year as may be deemed advisable.
The right te reject any and all bids
is reserved by the treasury depart-
menL
F. M. FISHER, Custodian.
Harrison Street Corner Lot.
Northeast corner 14th street, 40:
165, shade trees: $51000. $.30 cash,
balance $5 per itiont h.
Villitternore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity building. Both Phones 815
Giranly Farm.
Cairo road, 1 mile from Roviand-
town, 2,0, acres, good house, $3,504.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
- rateillity building. Both Phones 835
Mr. C. C. Graseham will leave next
week for • Deland, Fla , to bring his
fami/y back after a several months'
visit there.
wilkoreieloyanAermam raw miebnowabotabm
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Mayfield Entertainments of interest
Here.
Mrs. Jesse Cooley entertained a
number of friends at a 6 o'clock din-
ner Thursday evening in honor of
Mrs. Mettle Cooley's birthday. Quite
a number of handsome presents were
received.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Norman will
entertain this evening with a 6
o'clock dinner in honor of Major and
Mrs. Winters, the little couple who
have been at Mr. Norman's store
this week.--Mayfield Monitor.„ ,
Mr. and- Mrs. Gardner, of Paducah,
returned to their home Thursday
morning after a few days visit here
as guests of the Clark house. Mrs.
Gardner was formerly Miss Irene
Leech of this place and has hosts of
friends here.—Livingston Echo.
Mrs. H. V. McChesneyeittle daugh-
ter, Ann Elizabeth, and Miss Edna
Presnell, of Frankfort, arrived Sat-
urday night for a visit to relatives
end friends. Miss Presneil and little
Miss McCheeney are both confined to
their room with the mumps but ex-
pect to be out in a few days.—Liv-
ingston Echo.
Mrs. T. W. Dolberry has gone to
Etokoshe, I. T., to join her husband
who has located there.
Mrs. L. L. Bebout has returned
from San Antonio, Texas, where she
visited, accompanied by her sister,
Miss Eula Street.
Miss Minerva Butterfield arrived
last night from Chicago to resume
charge of the designing department
eeseason at Mrs. Cora -Williams
Clark millinery establishment.
Misses Edna Gockel. Elizabeth Kel-
ly and Mary Kirchoff returned yes-
terday from Smithland.
Mr. Samuel -Jarvis., of Memphis, Is
visiting relatives In the city.
Miss Nannie Cullom has returned
to Halls, Tenn., to take charge of a
school, after visiting Miss Mayme
Baynham, librarian of the public 11-
trary.
Mrs. H. B. Taylor, of Yazoo. Miss.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. M. V.
Baynham, of 902 Jefferson street.
Mr. I. D. Farington and son have
gone to Toledo, 0., to visit relatives.
Mrs. Emmet Burnett and son of
Dallas, Tex., are visiting Mrs. -Bur-
nett's father, Mr. W. H. Rieke.
Mrs. Lucy Foster has returned
from Benton.
Mr. Edward Hook, of Chicago, IS
here visiting relatives.
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm will return
today from Nashville, where she Is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. H.
Wright.
Mr. Lucien Durrett left this morn-
ing for Lexington, Teen, on a sev-
eral days' business trip. •
MT. and Mrs. Victor H. Thomas
have returned after a several days'
vielt to Dawson Springs, HopkinsviEe
and other points -in Kentucky,
Mrs. J. T. Donovan has returned
from a week's visit in Chicago end
visiting her son. Frank, who has been
Ill at college near that city, but is
much improved now,
Mr. John Flannign and eon, of
Metropolis, Ill., will arrive this after-
noon to visit Mrs. J.. N. Moore, of
8411 Clark street. From here they
will go south,
County Judge Lightfoot is still
sick and there was ,no session of
county court or juvenile court this
morning.
Mr. Hendron Yancey, of the caun-
ty, Is recovering from an attdck of
grip.
Mrs. M. E. Bel:, of the Mayffel,d
road, is recovering from an attack Of
tho grip.
Mr. James Nagel was in Mayfield
yesterday visiting his wife who is
the guest of Mrs. Lowe in that city.
Judge Bugg, of Mayfield, was In
Paducah yesterday.
Me. William T. Gould. of New
Just a Few Lines.
FOR ENT, FOR EIALE—they  fail
To catch th• aye's attiontion;
Thing. TO EXCHANGE hays quits a
num•rous to mention.
The line of poloplo's WANTS—in fine,
it is •  broken lint
Our price per limo is vioryitinti
Lino up—you'd e WANTED, seen se,
1 York.is in the city visiting his sistersMrs. Eibridge Palmer, and Mies
Frances Gould. Mr Gould arrived
yesterday from California, where he
left MTS. Gould to visit relatives. He
will return to New York today.
Mee. J. F. Covington leaves this
evening for Dyersburg, Term., to
spend a month with Misses Mary and
Evelyn Walker,
County Attorney Albeit Barkley is
in Mayfield today on business.
Mrs. F. L. Edmonds and little
deughter will arrive March 2e from
Denver, Cole to visit her parents,
Captain and MTS. Mike Williams.
Mr, Ray Bell is visiting friends in
Union City. Tenn.
Police Judge D. A. Cross and wife
left today to visit at Baker's station,
and will return Sunday.
ible. Oscar Hank ret ned this
morning from Fulton.
The Rev. D. C. Weighs has returned
from Memphis, where he delivered
eeveral ;Lenten lectures psefe,-e the
business men of that city. Before
going to Memphis he delivered lect-
ures to the business men of Louisville.
Mr. Sanders Miller returned at
noon from Fulton, where he has been
Mr. 'ArthUlf Ma.rtin deft toder for
Greenville, where he will visit sev-
eral dam
Mrs. Jane 'Leroy returned to her
home in Kuttawa this morning after
vielting her son, Mr. M. Leroy, 4',e8
Fountain avenue.
Mr. B 11. Matthews, of Union City,
Tenn., arrived today to visit -Mr.
Finis Fields,
Mr. Curtis Dublin returned last
night from Memphis, where he was
married to Miss Thyrman, of that
place. They will reside on South,
Fourth street.
Mrse Fred Ashton will leave to-
morrow ,fur Montgomery, Ala., to join
her husband. Mr. Ashton will make
Montgomery his headquarters in his
new position of eeperintendene
Xannon Cross and wife, of Padu-
cah, were in Bat-ewe:I the first of the
week, guests of T. A. Cross and wife.
—Carlisle County News.
Mrs. Mary Campbell, of Winches-
ter Va., after a visit in the city, has
gone to Nashville to spend a few
days, and will go thence to Balti-
more; to visit to visit her son, John
P. Campbell—New Era, Hopkins-
ville.
A Man Who Suffered in the White
House.
Ida M. Tarbel:, writing of 'The
Tariff in Our Times" in the Ameri-
can Magazine, presents many inter-
esttng pictures of the east political
and business generals who figure in
her narrative. Here is a photo-
graph about Andrew Johnson:
"Certainly Johnson suffered
throughout his four years as Presi-
dent as few people at the time realiz-
ed. One of his secretaries once said
that in the two years he was with
him in the White House he never
saw him smile but once. III himself,
his beloved wife a bed-ridden iva'itl,
unfitted for companionship, sus-
picious of his associates, narrow in
mind, bitter and resentful in heart,
there was little reason indeed why
Andrew Johnson should smile. Yet
unquestionably he got a grim pleas-
ure from his vetoes, even out of his
impeachment trial. He believed he
would be convicted, and his secretary
ters of the satisfaction be got from
the idea that his persecutors would
all ,come to bud ends. He learned
Addfleon's•Cato by heart and went
about the White House rooms de-
livering it. 'He studied the trial of
Charles I. of England. and ordered
the names of those who signed the
death warrant and the terrible ends
to which they all came tabulated.
His secretary says he beleves John-
son was not a little disappointed
when he was acquitted. It took
from him the bitterest of the -many
bitter cuda he incessantly chewed."
Czar and His Dooms.
St. Petersburg, March 9.—Emperor
-Nicholas today announced himself as
"thoroughly satisfied" with the pro-
ceedings of the first session of the
flOtIMR, thareby dispelling fears that
the government intended to disperse
the second house as he did the first.
He also declared that he and Ile
ministers are inspired .by the best
feelings toward parliament and hoped
that its work, together with the bee-
iative projects the ministers had 1,1 •
pared, would be fruitful of benefit to
Itturia.
=and Street Lots,
Between Adams and Clinton road,
from $1.541 to $300 each; $10 Nish.
balmy $,5 per month. Arts addition.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity building, Both Phones 83-e
Model.— A combination of Cleopa-
tra, Venus de Milo, Qbeen Ownevers
and Joan of Arc, who puts on a gar-
ment and convinces you that you will
resemble her If you wear it A
son who your loisloand will say Is hot
handsome, ct Is handsome: in the
first contingency you will stiapect
him of deceiving Non. In the second
of being fit for emote( on.
Look omit tor proposeit:on. flint 1.111
not bear looting tnto.
• HERBERT WALLEHSTE1N.8
New Song Scores a Hit at The Ken-
tucky Last Night.
The McNutt Twine of the Gertrude
Ewing company, now plasiug at The
Kentucky, scored a tremendous hit
laet night in Herbert L. Wellerstein's
latest song success "Wooing." The
six curtain calls last night give am-
ple evidence that the song "caught
on." By special request, it will be
interpolated again this evening at
the performance of "A Family Mud-
\die."
This is but one of a series of five
new songs rscrently issued by Mr
Wallerstein and two of them have
proven winning features In "The
Vanderbilt Cup."
New Yorkers "Gawking" at Weddings
William Allen White, in the Ameni
can Magazine for January, writes of.
New York City and Emporia, (the i
Kansas town in which he edits a!
newspaper). Of New Yorkers at wed-t
dings he says:
"Here is another thing that we can.
not understand in Emporia and that,
is the attitude New Yorkers take to-1
ward weddings in what is known as
society-. Our Gazette_ _repartee—. . •
that when he was in New York he'
saw a big crowd gawking in front of
a church; policemen had to fight
the women back to keep them off the
side-lines: and he found that these'
women—well-dress' women, per-
fectly proper women, so far as he.
could see—and he has done "society"1
on the Gazette for three years, and
'ought to 'know—women, he says,1
who looked to him as though they i
might be coming home from the
meetings of the bridge whist club at
Mrs. Cleaver's or Mrs. Lakin's—were
Jamming and pushing and shoving to
get a sight of the bride and groom
and the wedding party as they came
out of the church. Would they do
that in Emporia? Well hardly. The
Eniporia way for those who are not
invited to an important social' affair
—we call such gatherings "func-
tions" in the Gazette—is either to
stay at home and sniff at it, and call
each other up over the telephone—
which always leaks--and laugh at
the proud ones, or to give another
party the same night. Never would
Emporia women riot around a wed-
ding to which they were not invited.
They would die first."
Mr. T. J. Flournoy left at neon for
Louisville no a short bueiteess trip.
FOR_ RENT—Two nice front
rooms with board, 317 N. 7th St.
WANTED—Yardman understand-
ing measuring and grading of lumber.
Must be strictly sober and not afraid
to work. Steady employment. Co-
lumbia Manufacturing Co, ; -o •
FOR SALE—.- Fine sailing yacht,
white cedar, copper fastenings, with
cabin furniture. Cost $750. Will sell
for $125. You will have to hurry if
you want bargain. Can be seen in
Island Creek. See Capt. Hendricks.
WANTED—For Z. S. Army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between agN
of 18 and 35; citizens of Unitee
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, mat
and write English. For informatioe
apply to recruiting officer, New Rkh-
mond House. Padecah, Ky.
WANTED—You to call, write ot
phone for Catalogue of Draughonj
Practical Business College, 314 1-2
Broadway, Paducah. A. M. Rouse
Manager. Ole phone 1755. it will
convince you that Draughon gives the
best course of instruction. That
Draughon secures positions or re-
funds money. Night and day see
Mons.
II 
SHOP
CAPS
2 cents
MONDAY
As has been announced, for
a time we'will sell Shop Caps
for TWO CENTS on Mon-
days ottly. Cbme in any time
Monday and get one of these
caps. Only one cap sold to
each customer.
&flekAile.fh,;
Nemonel
Iletahllabed
FUR Sail
down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got
no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self
fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
• MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR Heating and Stovedood ring
437 F. Levin.
If01.1910HOLD goods for sale. AP-
ply 516 Harrison.
FOR SAX Nice harness home.
Apply 1,724) bledison.
FOR SALE—Barred Plymouth
rock eggs, $4 ger 15. Phone 1-444.
Horse and buggy for sale. Apply
333 Broadway.
BABY BUGGY for sale: in good
condition. Apply 528 South Fourth.
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 175.
FOR RENT—One nice front room,
furnished; 7/2 Kentucky ave. Old
phone 2-207.
WANTED—Lace curtains to wash
or rough dried washing. No. 720
Washington street. Emma Bainbridge
FOR RENT—Third floor over
Frank Just 's bar'ber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
FOR RENT-- Nicely furnished
front room. All conveniences, 837
Jefferson.
FOR RENT— Three room house
with bath, 317 Ohio. Apply West
Kentucky Coal Co.
WANTED—$3,000 on real estate
In Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0.
Box, 673, City.
FOR. RENT—Ten-room frame res-
idence, Jefferson street. $15 per
month. H. C. Hollins, telephone 127.
EOST—Oftt chain purse. Reward
If returned to Pearl Blum, 815 Jef-
ferson.
—ONE nice front room furnished for
rent, Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
FOR SALE—Four room house. lot
40x165 feet, on South Fourth near
Tennessee street. Liberal terms. a
A. Hill. telephone -064.
FOR SALEk--Aere property just
beyond city limits, affording excellent
Investment at mo per acre, H. C.
Hollins, Real Estate. Telephone 137.
FOR SALE—Faxon addition, lots
from $15-0 to $22541. 56x193. H.
C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 1.27.
AN iNctoit FOR THE FAMILY
—Dividends that will please you. il-
lustrated report with 40 Photos free.
Address International Lumber, Drex-
el Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
ANTET1--Lady manager In home
territory, $50 per month and expens-
es. New suit every 90 days and $25
cash, reliable firm. J. E. MeBrady &
Co., Chicago.
FOR SALE-5,000 fruit trees.
Severa1, varieties of app_lt_peach.Pear
and cheery. Ailfgert Siterree Nursery-
man, Padocithoelty., Waite 2. Phone
t•lit, ring 4.
-
FOR RENT--Two Meek store
; houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick bualneses Male,
sewn th and Clay. Paducah Brew-
!ins company.
FOR RENT— Newly furnished
rooms. Modern conveniences, 280
North Sixth Street.
SEND your clothes to the Fault-
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway
High & Browder, proprietors. Bet.;
phones 1507.
—POSITION WANTED— By young
man age 23. Have had experience in
all kinds of clerical work. Can fur-
nish best of reference. Address M,
care Sun.
ter-
FOR SALE--Two-room house near
Salem avenue, on lot 443x120 to alley:
out-houses. etc. H. C. Hollins, True-
heart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR 9AIL10---ltrick --store-house,
two stories, good condition, desirably
located, $3.75$0, on long time. H. C.
Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone
127,
FOR BALF,—Excellent warehouse
property on Ni C. tracks 165 feet and
fronting 100 feet on street, including
11 room house with outbui:dings and
one frame business honest, $2,6440. H.
C. floblips, Real Estate and Rentals,
Telephone 127.
FOR SALE-223 acre farm six
miles from Paducah on the Gaits
grave: road. Bargain if sold at once.
Terms to suit purchaser. Plenty of
fruit. Well improved. Address Gec.
J. Jones, It. F. D. No. 2, Paducat.
Ky.
FOR 9AL10--Four-rotim cottage
on lot 511x105 to 16 foot alley, In-
cluding stable. Situated Harrisoe
street, $1,300. H. C. Hollins. Rea.
Estate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
Telephone 127.
• WANTED—We aave a buyer for a
faruf-of about 50 acres within five or
six miles of Paducah Call telephone
127 or come to our office. H. C. Hot-
line, Troaheart
FOR SALE—South Sias 11 blocks
from Broadway, good neighborhood.
five rooms, pantry, two porches, out-
houses, lot. 50x132 with alley, $1.-
5010. Call Hollins, telephone 127,
Trueheart building.
FOR SALE—eortn side, ten blocks
from Broadway, five-room houee,
stable, buggy house, etc.. shade trees,
brick walks around house, 21.560.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rent-
als, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR SALE--North Side rasa-ones
of eight rooms, bath, sewerage Es
eel lent location for boarding house.
Lot 5010173, $3.000, on convenien:
Payments. H. C. Hollins, Real Es-
tate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
Telephone 127.
FOR SAL1D----oWe have a complete
list of desirable real estate and can
furnish whet you want. If you do
not find what you want In our adver-
tised offers, call telephone 127. We
have It. H, C. Hollins, Trueheart
Real Beate and Rentals.
13A1-F'our-rooin
having pantry, 2 porches: lot 240x
211. Situated short distance from
end of Trimble greet car line, $1,250.
Terms $200 cash, bahince mo9Pile.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rent-
als, Treehwart Bldg.
'FOR RAMC—South Firjle, conven-
ient to I c shope.yoad neighborhood
three-room h-nnoop with pantry, Urea
and comfortable, rooms, nicely furn-
ished, ontbstrintially built and 10 good
condition. Fine fruit in back yard,
$1.400. H. C. flailing. 'Real Estate
and Retiree', Truebeatt fltdr Tale
Db.Lfl. 
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To
Thin
People
Endorses
Your Check on the
Bank of Health
 11111111111111111111111W
Nied1Cille
Ot
A man or woman vPith a good
overcoat of flesh is not only
more attractive; but has in addi-
tion a health insurance policy
that adequate flesh alone can
give. PEPTOL — the flesh
builder - — will increase your
weight in thirty days or every
cent paid for it-will be returned.
For Sale by all First Class
Druggists or send one dollar
to us for the first supply.
Ask fpr our interesting liookiet,
- "Why People a-e Thin"
The Peptol Company
Mat National nos* Illeirelissa_ Chicago.
Laboratory. Ba:t.le Creek. Mall_
For Fele by Kolb Bros. Drug Co., and Alvey & List. and all leading drugists
BLACKBURN 00ES TO PANAMA.
He and His Family Will Reside There
Most of the Time.
Washington, Marc'h 9 --The presi-
dent and Seeretary Taft have out-
lined the dutlea cf the various mem-
bers of the istbm.an canal commis-
aloe, although the oommirsion has
not yet been reorganized.
Under the new plan, ex-Senator
Blackburn, now a commissioner, will
.Se the diplomatic overlord of the
canal Ise, ireteeng charge of a in:I -at-als
ters ectizet the relations of the
zone ith the republic of Panama
and' other adjacent governments.
In addition to these duties, Mee
Blackburn is to represent the oom-
misaon in Washington during the
sessions of congress inetead of reecre-
tary -Taft, before the various com-
mittee* when information is desired
on any subject affecting the canal on
which legislations he proposed.
Mr. Blersehorn and his fami:y will reticent.
leave Washington for
latter part of March.
Panama the
Madison Street Lots,
Between 13th and 14th streets,
North Side. Shade trees; $400 each;
150 cash.
Vehetterriore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity Building. Both phones 815.
Two Acres $1,000.
On Clinton road between 21st and
22nd streets.
cash.
Whittemore Rea: Estate Agency.
Fraternity Building. Both phones 835.
Big bargain. Half
There had been a falai railroad ac-
cident and the reporter sought Infor-
mation. "See here," said the official
testily, "you fellows must think we
have accidents for your benefit."
"Perhape you wou:dn't mind telling
we whose benefit you do have them
for?" rejoined the reporter: But even
touching thiss point the , official was
Women Who Wear Well.
It is astonishing how great a change
a few years of married life often make
in the appearance and disposition of
many women. The freshness, the
charm, the brilliance vanish like the
bloom from a flower which is rudely
handled. The matron is only a dim
shadow, a faint echo of the charming
maiden. Few young women appreciate
the shock of the system through the
change which comes with marriage and
motherhood. Many neglect to deal with
the unpleasant pelvic drains and weak-
nesses which too often come with mar-
riage and motherhood, not understand-
ing that this secret drain is robbing the
cheek of ita freshness and the form of
its fairness.
As surely as the general health suffers
when there is derangement of the health
of the delicate womanly organs, so surely
when these organs are established in
health the face and form at once witness
to the fact in renewed comeliness.
More than a million women have found
health and happiness in the use of Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It makes
weak women wrong and sick women
well. Ingredients on label—oontains
no alcohol or harmful habit-forming
drugs. It is Made wholly of those
native, American, medicinal roots most
highly recommended by leading med-
ical authorities of all the several echoolp
of practice for the cure of woman's
peculiar ailments.
For nursing mothere, or for thaw
broken-down in health by too frequent
bearing of cbikiren, also for the expect-
ant mothers, to prepare the system for
the coining of baby and make its ad-
vent easy and almost painless, there is
no medicine quite so goad as "Favorite
Prescription." It can do no harm in
army eoesdstion of the epstess. It is a
most potent invigorsttjsg tonic and
strengthening nervine, nicely adapted
to woman's delicate evetem by a phy-
sician of large experience in the Weld-
ment of woman's peculiar ailments.
Bad Symptoms. The woman who
has periodical headachee, backache, sees
imaginary dark spots or specks floating
or dancing before her eyes, has gnawing
distress of heavy full feeling in stomach,
faint spells, dragging-down feeling in
lower abdominal or pelvic region, ...artily
startled or excited, irregular or painful
periods, with or without pelvic catarrh,
Is suffering from weaknesses and de-
rangements that should him) early at-
tention. Not all of above eymptonie are
likely to be present in any came at one
time.
Npgfected or badly treated and such
camel often run into maladies which de-
mand the surgeon's knife if they do nee
reselt fatally.
kne extaqt has etch a loA
,us Th—T-e• -4Fd 'CT ettren,, isneet
o WTTne his RUC a
Pre v t.
pro essiosnl indorsement of each of It.
several ingredients—worth more than
any number of ordinary non-profes-
'tonal testimonials. The very best in-
lents known to medical seisisee for
of iroalaa're oiler alfteseillt
be ito aloolsol,
harmful, or habit-forming drug is to be
found in the list of its ingredients print-
ed on each bottle-wrapper and attested
under oath as complete and correct.
In &Ay condition of thelemale  system,
d TU7—e-h-s: Ole
ea is Tostrengthen, invigorate and
regulate the whole female system and
especially the pelvic organs. When
these are deranged in function or affect-
ed by disease, the stomach and other
organs of digestion become sympatheti-
cally deranged, the nerves are weak-
ened, and a long list of bad, unpleasant
Symptoms follow. Too much must not
be expected of the "Favorite Prescrip-
tion." It will not perform miracles;
will not cure tumors—no medicine will.
It will often efferent them, if taken in
time, and thus the operating table and
the surgeon's knife may be avoided.
Doctor's Mt Agree. The most emi-
nent writers on Matt-rill Medico, whom
works are consulted as authorities by
phySicians of all the different schools of
practice, extol, in the most poettive
terms, the curative virtues of each and
every ingredient entering into Dr.
Pierce'. &Olden MediealThecovery. In
fact it is the only medicine, pbt up for
sale through druggists for the cure of
all disesteem of the nsucous ?surfaces, as
nasal catarrh, throat, laryngeal. and
bronchial affections attended by linger-
ing, or hang-on-coughs that Las any
such profesaional endorsement—worth
more than any amount of lay or non-
professional testimonials.
Do not expect too much from the use
of Dr. Pierce's Golden -Medical Dis-
covery. It will not work miracles, 16
will not cure consumption in its ad-
vanced stages. No medicine will. Nor
is the "Diecovery " so good for &sudden
attack of acute cough, but for the 
lingering, obstinate, hang-on-coughs,
accompanyleg catarrhal M-oat,, TA -
p brsi ahd onchiari one. it I
Moat effieemious reme Ta cases ate
companiW-with welding of flesh, night-
sweats, weak mom ac Wand poor digestion
with faulty assimilation, and which, if
neglected or badly treated are apt to
lead to consumption, the "Discovery"
has proven Wonderfully successful in
effecting cures.
The formula is printed on every
wrapper of " Golden Medical Diecoirery,b
attested as to correctness under oath,
and von can't afford to accept any
submitute of unknoire ernenneihon for
this •soe-accret remedy no matter what
eeltiah interest e may prompt the dealer
to urge inch upon yon. In fact it. is
an insult to your intolhoence for him to
do so. You know what you want and
it is his place to supply that want.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
original "Little Liver Pine" Orel put up
by old Dr. Pierce over 40 yearn ago.
Much imitated, but never equaled.
They cleanse, invigorate and regulate
stornsch, liver and bowels, curing bil-
iousness and constipatien. Little sugar-
Coated gsamihet—seurrtri htios etreginty.
Dr. Pierce may he consulted by letter
free of charge. Address Dr. 14. V.
Pierre, Invalids' Hotel and Surgical
Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser (1000
paged) is sent free on receipt of 21
cent stamps for psiper-eovered, or *1
Stamp' for cloth-bound copy. Address
Dr. Pierce amabove.
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OFF FOR INDIANA Night meeting, Fourth and Broad
meeting, 3 to 4 P. 
m 
TEMPORARY 
Th . 
is more
way, 7 to S p. Inside meeting, 8 e physic habit
way. Inside
TO FIX UP FENCES tilt:5: every night except Monday.p. in. All are welcome. 
Meet- dangerous than dyspepsia
FOR
Vice President Fairbanks Fac-
ing Revolt at Home
Harry New, Governor Durbin and
Crumpaeker Numbered Among
the Enemy.
ACTIVE WHILE HE WASI AWAY
Washington, March 9.—An expla-
nation of Vice President Fairbanks'
nurriod departure for Indiana the
moment congress adjourned is found
in information received here today
regarding the organized movement
against Fairbanks in his own state,
which Is undertaking to select dele
gates to the Republican national con-
vention next year who will leave
Fairbanks after the first ballot and
turn to a presidential candidate who
is more in harmony vrtth the Roose-
velt administration.
This anti-Fairbanks organization
p
has for its leaders such experienced
oliticians as former Governor W. T.
Durbin, former Congressman Charles
L. Henry. George F. McCullough, a'
well known traction magnate, and D
W. Henley, former internal revenue
collector for the Terre Haute dis-
trict.
In addition It has the hearty sym-
pathy and receive the co-opera-
lion of Representatives Crumpacker,
Overstreet and perhaps another of
the present members of the Indiana
delegation in the house. It is well fi-
nanced as It is stated that a fund of
from 3-541,0no to $too,olico Is avail's.
be for the pro.s'pective fight.
Finds Insurgents Active.
Harry New, at present acting
Methodist.
TENNESSEE STREET-- Sunday,
school in afternoon. Mr. Thom-
as Wooldridge will preach at night. Old
TRIMBIJE STREET— The Rev.
G. W. Banks, pastor. The Rev. J. W.
Blackard presiding elder, will
preach morning and evening.
THIRD STREET— The Rev. Pe-
ter Fielde, pastor. During the ab-
sence of the pastor, who is conduct- leans' first immigration station was
lug a revival at Central City, the put- formally opened today, an old South-
pit will be filled by other local min-:ern Pacific depot having been equip-
isters. The Rev. G. W. Banks will Peel for this purpose. The station
Icontains quarters for 60 men andpreach tomorrow morning..
BROADWAY-- The Rev. W. T.
Bolling, pastor. Morning snbject:
"Blessings in Calamities." Evening
subject: "The Isolation of Great-
ness."
The Senior Epworth 'League of the
Broadway Methodist church will meet
on Sunday evening at 6:.1sie o'clock
In the lecture room of the church.
Miss Virginia Newell, the third vice
president, will preside. A cordial
Invitation is extended to all. The
following is the attractive program:
1. Hy m n —Ho: y Holy! Hole: !
2. Scripture reading—EN-vies:Retell
XII.
3. Prayer.
4, Vireeal quartette--"The Mnoter
and the Tress"---,Mrs. S. T. Hubbard,
Miss Juni Scott, Messrs. J. U. Rob-
inson and Robech Scott.
5. Talk—"Some Bits of literary
Interpretation"—Prof E. G. Payne.
6. Vocal P040--" Lire's Lulls hie 3"
—Mx. Richard Scott.
7. Reading--"eroesing the Bar,"
with musical accompianment by Miss
Newell.—Mies Anna Webb.
, S. mn—"eu st for Today."
9. League Benediction.
Fa•lesropal.
GRACE—Holy communion at 7:3.0
a. in. Sunday school at 9:30. Morn-
ing prayer and settnon at 10:45. Eve-
chairman of the Republica 
nnationali 
prayer and sermon at 4e30.committee, is no friend of
banks'. Vice-President Fairbanks re-
ceived 'Information concerning this
insurgent movement several days be-
fore the close of .congress, it is said,
and he lost no time in -getting home.
Ostensibly he left IA'ashIngton so
soon after adjournment in order that
he might be in Indianapolis in time
to give a reception to the members
of the Indiana legislature. but Mr.
Fairbanks was not half as anxious to
extend the glad hand to the legisla-
tors as he was to get in touch with
his lieutenants and start active oper-
ations to thwart the purposes of the
hostile organization.
Former Governor Durbin was in
Washington last month, and took oc-
casion to - let the country know, that
all Indiana Republicans were not as
enthuebastic for Fairbanks as the lat-
ter and his friends would like to have
the public imagine.
4
4
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AT THE CHURCHES
30 women. It will be used until the
RECEPTION 0110 IMMIGRANTS
AT NF:W 014.1•EANS. Most Physics Limo. You 
Worth
Dyspepsia often causes intense distress and pain, which
is quickly relieved by a thorough physic, but unless the
proper remedy is taken the patient is very apt to find him-
self a slave to the "Physic Habit."
This is caused by the severe shock which the drug gives
to the intestinal muscles making them so weak they
Are unable to voluntarily perform their functions. The
bowels cannot act of their own accord and so the
physic which caused the trouble is taken again
•0 t but in a larger dose in order to accomplish
results. The need for such an artificial treat-
ment becomes chroeic and the size of the dose
must be gradually increased. The patient at
last becomes a confirmed victim of the ,,Physic
Habit," and his strength and health rapidly
leave him.
'275,000 station authorized by con-
gress can be built.
LOWER RATE.
Tennessee Proposes Two and One-
Half Cent Fare,
Nashville Tenn., March 9.— The
railroad rate investigating commit-
tee of the legislature today completed
the taking of evidence of officials of
the four principal railroad systems
1
operating in the ,Mate, and will be-
igin at once on the work of preparing'
a report to The general assembly. So ,
far the committee has not decided
upon its recommendations to the leg-
islature,' but it eeems probable that
the members will reach a compro-
mise agreement and recommend that
the maximum rl:road pssenger rate
in Tennessee be reduced to 2% cents
per mile,
Dr.CAldwellkSgrupipt
does not act like other laxatives. Instead of
weakening the intestinal muscles it so strength-
ens them that they can perform their func-
tions unaided. It is a pleasant remedy to
take, and rapidly strengthens all the muscles
through its great tonic properties. In cases of dyspepsia it quickly relieves the
pain and soon affects a permanent cure.
All druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at 50 cents and $1 a bottle.
Money back it it dettara•t
Perin Syrup Co. Monticello, Ill.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hassling.
TELEPHONF 499
A Composition.
Little Walter was told to write a
composItioe containing the word  
"seldom." He. puzzled hard over the day of sale, having force of replevin
problem far seine. 11/ne..blit boisd, on which execution May issue
he finind a solution, for .. flun when due.
he found a solution, and this Is whatl
he handed up to the teacher: "My
father owned several horses, but ladt
be gettIcem.*--  xc anal.
This 7th day of March, 1907.
F. E. GRAVE'S, Attorney.
CECIL REED,
Master Cltnmissioner.
Presbyterian. A wise man never , boasts of his COMMISSIONEIt'S SALE.
FIRST--Owlrig to the Illness of the :s(10111. He. wouldn't be wise If he I In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
pastor, the Rev. W. E. Cave, there did- Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
will be no services morning or night. Its January term, 1907, in the action
Baptist,
EAST—The Rev. E. H. Cunning-
ham began a: series of services last
night at the East Baptist church and
the meetings ;will be continued far a
wee kor mores There was a large
congregation out last night and much
interest was manifested. There will
be services morning and evening at
the usual honrs Sunday.
Christ tan Science.
rIts.ces Cunday at 10::14 o'clock,
subject: "Substance." Wednerd a y
night at 7:30. o'ckeek. Sunday school
at 9:30 a. In; Public cordially in-
vited.
Church Notes,
The Union Sunday School Teach-
t
ers' Bible class steel meet on Monday
evening at 7:30 o'clock at the parish
x 4 heuse of Grace Episcopal etunch.
The Wcmian's Home Milseion so-
Presbyterian. cleats- of the Trimble street Methodist
KENTUCKY AVENUE—The Rev, church will meet Monday afternoon at
J. R. Henry, pastor. Regular morn- 2:3e o'clock with Mrs. ,A. B. Young,
ing and evening services. Preacning 1741 (nay street,
by the Rev. Donald McDonald. The Home Mia111.011 society of the
Broadway Methodist cnurct will meet
Baptist. Monday after000n I, 3 o'clock at the—S
SECOND—The Rey. L. G. Gra- church.
ham, pastor. Usual morning and ev-
ening services— It is real funny to eiee a man try-
FIRST—The Rev. Calvin Thomp- in to be honest vehen he is balancing
son, pastor. Morning subject: "What hiss merits against leis shortcomings.
Christ Prayed For For Himself."'
Evening subjeet: "The Last Night!
. I 
CUT FLOWERS.
night Choice Carnations, per doz. .... 5,0e
!Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.01Boman Hyacinths, white, per doz. Pit
A choice lot of Azaleas In any
Rev. Paul color, just beginning to bloom.
tomorrow. At Free delivery to any part of
2:30 o'clock In the afternoon a buel- city.
nese !session will be held.
EVANGELICAL-- The Rev. WII-
lam Bourquin. pekoe Morning ser-
vices in German. Evening services in
English, subject, "Loose Tongues."
of a Fool." Splendid music at
by male choir.
German.
LUTHERAN— The
Bente will preach
Christian.
FIRST-- The Rev. S. B. Moore, of
St. Louis, will fill the pulpit morn-
ing and evening.
MECHANICSBURG Sunday
sehool, at 2:30 o'clock p. M.
TENTH STREET— The Rev. .1. C.
Shelton will fill the pulpit morning
and evening. Sunday school at 9:30
a. m. Communion at 10:45 o'clock
Cumberland Presbyterian
Members of the old Cumberland
Presbyterian church, who refused to
go with the organization when it was
merged into the general Preebyterian
ehorch have organised a church of
their own here, electing and install-
ing the following elders: James P.
Hole Henry J. Therton. J R. Prov-
ince. Jetin fIllberlariti 3 Ore
Salvation Army Meetings.
Stirs-lay morning, street meeting,
corner of Fifth and Broadwite. 10 a
m. Fourth and Breadway. 11 to 12's.
nt Afterikoow meetings 2 to 3 p.
Open sir Meeting Third aid Brost.
SCH AU8 BROS..
nests. ^etnrsor. 1QI
the
AM MM IIIIMI1111•11•••••••
Depot Utilised Until Building
Authorized By Cougress Is
Erected.
New Orleans, Mareh 9.—New
COMMISSIONERI SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of
McCracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its January term, 1907, in the action
of George U. y-Firewry, Plaintiff,
against Henry ,Dunlap & Co., Defend-
ant: I will on•Monday, March 11th,
(about the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.
1907, (being County Court day.) at
the Court House door in Paducah,
Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder,
on a credit of six months, the to..
lowing described property, viz:
• A certain lot or pope' of land,
situated in he Norton, Flournoy, Trim
bje and Harrison Addition in the
City- of Paducah, Kentucky. known as
lot No. Two hundred and sixty-four
(264.) lying between Boyd and Har-
ris streets, together with all the ap-
purtenances thereunto oelonging.
Being the same property which was
conveyed unto Stephney Enders by E.
D. Richmond and G. A. Richmond,
his wife, by a writing dated the 19th
day of August, 1865, same being
'recorded in Deed Book No. 37, page
'18, in the Clerk's office of McCracken
County, Kentucky, to satisfy said
judgment, interest and costs.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved seettritv,
bearing Interest at 6 per 'cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 7th day of Marcia, 1907.
J. W. EGGESTER Atty.
CECIL REED,
Master Commissioner.
of City National Bank, plaintiff
against The Rubb Grip Handle
Company, defendant. I will on
Monday, March 1.1.4r (about the
hour of 10 o'clock a. m.
'1907 )being County Court day.) 'at
the pou.Tt House door In Pedueah.
'Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder
on a credit of three months, the fol-
lowing described property, _viz:
i A patent Right granted by the
,United States of America unto Sam-
E.
!
 Foreman on the 30th day of
I.January 1906, for the term of 17
'years for a new and r. e;u: improve-
COMMISSIONER'S KALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, -rendered at
Its January term, 1907, In the action,
of D. D. Murphy & Co.,. plaintiff,'
against William Hughes, defendant.
I will, on Monday, March 11th
(about the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.)
1907, (being County Court daP.) at
the Court House door in Paducah,
tKentucky. sell to the highest bidder,
'on a credit of six months, the fo:-1
lowing ay-serif,- I property viz:
Lying and being in McCracken
county, Kentucky and lying on the
waters of Spring Bayou and being a
part of Let No. 2, and a part of Lot
Gut Prices in Dental Work Until No. I In the Morton Division, begin-
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns IBM
Gold Fillings $1.00 up
Silver Fillings  75c
Partial Plates  $5.00
All work guaranteed.
Cut this coupon out and being
It with you, It is worth 111.00.
, Each person is limited to one
coupon far each Job of plate or
bridge work eat. r-hitri lifter
ANTI 1, •07,
fling at the S. W. Corner of sald
Morton survey of land at a stake Iii
a branch with a black oak and black
Jack pointer corner to the old Hazel-
wood farm, now owned he Parwin
Baifire: Thence N. 13% degrees,
63 14 Poles to s stake, 2 post oak and
red oak saplings as pointers corner to
William Spence; Thence 8. 77 degrees
138 1e poles to a stone, corner to
Richard Murphy and J. W. Walker;
Thence S. 16 degrees and 15 minutes
West, 6111, po'es and 24 link, to a
stone, corny to seld _NOW
ph v and Parson Baldry; Thence N
77 ilegreee, West 125 2-3poies to Hie
• beginning. containing 54 acres and
150 square nie to Wier Id j dnq p ii y ea u g-g Brooks 111°111. Interest and costs.i The purchaser will be reqtflred toNTIST, give bned With approted armpit,.
Broadly/it. bearing ;nterrat at 6 per lent tiutil
Dr. Kin
DE
and
ment in Tool Handles. Together
With all the rights, prIve:eges and
benefits connected therewith.
I will alto sell at the same time
and on the same terms as above set
forth at the business house of Foie-
man Bros., Novelty Company at 121
North 4th street in the city of Padu-
cah Ky., the follow:ng described
property, viz:
One Iron Safe, _5 tables, 1 type-
writer, 1 small table, stock of rubber
grip handles and all accounts due
said Rubber Grip Handle Company to
satisfy said judgment, interest and
cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at G per -cent trout
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
e
This the 7th day eit 
r
March, 1097.
W. D. GRBEIt. Attortfekt,
CECIL REED,
Master Commissioner.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
 Irc'rp
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants instalied.
Complete machine shop.
123.124 N. Poterth St. Phone's 7/57
TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
W. F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rudy, P. P trey ear
(leakier. Andeteet (bushier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
r SC •Ir 140 r •t•d
Capital .  .$100,000
Surplus .  . ,  110,000
Stockholders liability .  100.000
Total security to depositors 112' 00,000
Accounts of Individuals and rime winche(I. Me appreciate
small as well as large depositors and actors) to all the saine
courteous ireatmeut. • I
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 
OPEN SATUIIDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 01 OCLOOK.
Third and Broadway
A
•
*
a
•
•
a
SZL.-
pt
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Dyspepsia
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. •
•
The stomach is in far grater
danger from uric acid than any other
organ; 'hence, dyspepsia is a most ,
tommon ailment. Most people who
suffer from its early symptoms fool- '
ishly nxlect it. You will surely
regret it d you neglect it.
Uric acid is always the *apse. All
through our stomach membrane, is a
network of tiny blood vessels. NVhen
vou eat heavy or improper foods
'those little blood vessels 6oritesi 9o1
that the blood stops flowing; through)
them, arid the uric acid—always in the
blood— crysta1wt in the congested
veins, forming sha little grains like
sand. These const4ntiv irritate the
nerves, causing pains in the stomach.
Artificial digestives, such as com-
.ounds of charcoal, pepsin, soda and
he like, will NEVER cure stomach
1-ouble. You MUST clear the uric
acid sand Out of the blood vessels.
This is the ONLY way. LIFE
PLANT does -this! LIFE PLANT
ii provided especially by Nature to
wash out accumulated uric acid froth
tvery part of the body. Through
his power LIFE PLANT mill restore
your stomach to perfect condition, so
that it will be a joy for you to eat
and live. Our files are full of unsol-
icited letters proving this. Read
just one: •
"1 have been troubled with hidigestion for years.
Lut year the 'pinta of my right hand became much
swollen and very painful with rheumatism. Life
Plant was recommended, 'Ed after taking throe
;ottles I have no more trouble with my stomach.
The pain from rheumatism is gone and the joints
dmost in normal condition.''
MRS. M. W. DRONBERGER.
5t40 Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pi.
No matter what your trouble may
be, write your symptoms fully to 1.4°.
Mizer, M. D., President of the Life
Plant Co., Canton, 0., who wit 'MO
you his personal advice free. Our
helpful book—Good Health—mailed
free to anyone on request.
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON. 0.
''Good morning, MT. Jones. You
don't seem to mind the heat!' Jones
(soudy)—"I should say not. All my
friends have given ran the cold
shoulder."
"Wanted," read the advertisement,
"a young woman for starching and
hanging up. Apply at lauredry."
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
span CLTIE •
Leates Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. an.
&. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBINSON,' :-: '7 . Clerk
This company is not reenossible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk. cd the boat.
11-OLL anotiel PIO
•iallunq
11131111UOJS Jadri 'll(10111 'YladelelX JOJ
11 10/100 100tI S1I13311t1
d,unJott •_1 'Au aluj no( nu ato
i:nappi littnmst atni .4.tnif inn no.k
lel tea llaya
Gaaraaraed
ras t• ell mute.
Prevost. Ceataeleo.
lEVAISCPIREALC6
4111014MATIA
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MEN AND WOMEN
Use Big for ann•tura.
harsecia nnIn3Sti
irritations or nice ratios.
of mucous toes.hrimee
Paint..., and not &IRAs
gest or eoisamosso
/aid by Denaly10116
or sent in joitla Wrajaple
by given, preellt, se
PI Mk or tttoo12./6.
Standard remedy fcr Glee.
Cesorream and Rennin's
IN 48 HOURS. flares Kid-
ney aid Bleeder Troubles.
.j bad for year, suffered from ebaSsaedleal met
Palled Dysnepaialind Catarrh of the PlInmarb. is
triagaajfralze braii.CLszteturzto as
svalrinTe7g taw left me. Jodie our deeto s ear.
prime when I showed him thirty feet. and In another
day the remainder( about the same leuith )of a tape-
worm that had bete alloPerntereby viSeift Sew yes.%hays •14oped the beet of health ever •thee. I truss
▪ tOlittlo.thial will appeal to other •aderers.
Chas. Blackstorlt„ IDS ['tetchy Nee*.
West Philadelphia
best For
The Bowels
Plemant. Palatable pot•ot Taste (Mott Do good.) Kt, ken Weaken or 1* ri tx. • Ike. Me. Resergold In b,,ib, The genuine toilet •tittnped CCU,Guarrtnterot to *Ilre or yor 010/ ey back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. yu
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MUNN BOXES
KILL ma COUCH 1
AND CURE T141 LUNC8
WI" Dr. King's
New Discovery
ONSOMPT(ON Pries• U.LOR I OUGING and 60e &VIM°ins free Trial.
Sweat ..od Quickest ours for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUT..
LES, or MONEY BA.ON.
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...,...„..........THE-
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON.
Author ot **The Circle." Etc.
Cettierlehr, 1904. by H•rper Le brothers
(Continued frees Yesterday.)
And It was with this convietiou that
he entered on the vital periad of his
dual career. The Imminent crisis nial
Ids own sbare In et absorbed him ab-
solutely. In the weeks that followed
his answer to Fraide's proposal he gave
himself ungrudgingly to his work. He
wrote, read and planned with tireless
energy. He frequently forgot to at
and slept only through sheer exhatia
don. In the fullest sense of the word
he lived for the culminating hour that
was to bring him failure or success.
He seldom left Grosvenor welfare in
the days that followed except to confer
with his party. All Ns interest, all his
relaxation even, lay in his work and
what pertained to it. His strength was
like a solid wall, his intelligence was
tiliarp and keen its steel. The moment
was his, and by sheer mastery of will
he put other considerations out of debt.
He forgot Chilcote and forgot Lillian,
not because they escaped his memory,
but because be chose to shut them from
It.
Of Eve he saw but little In this time
of high presstite. Wben a mall touches
the core of hie capacities, puts his best
into the work that In his eyes stands
paramount, there is little place for and
no aced of woman. She comes before
--and after. She inspires', compensates
or completes; but the achievement, the
ereatIon, is man's alone. And all true
women understand and yield to this
unepokett precept.
Eve watched the progress of his tu-
ber, and In the depth of her own heart
the watching came nearer to actual
.iving than any activity she had known.
She was an onlooker—but an onlooker
who stood, as it were, on the steps of
the arena, who, by a single forward
movement, could feel the sand under
her feet, the breath of the battle on
her face, and in this knowledge she
rested satisfied.
There were houes when Loder seem-
ed scarcely conactous of her existence,
but on those occasions slur smiled in,
„her serene way—and went on waiting.-
She knew that each day before the aft-
ernoon had passed he would ewer into
bts sitting room, his face thoughtful,
his hands foil of books or papers, and,
dropping into one of the comfortable
studious chairs, would ask laconically
for tea. This was her moment of tri-
uraph and recompense—for the very
unconsciousness of his coming doubled
its value. He would sit for half an
hour with preoccupied glance or with
keen, alert eyes tired on the tire, while
hie ideas sorted themselves and fell
into line. Sometimes he was silent for
the whole half hour, sometimes he com-
mented to himself as he scanned his
notes, but on other and rarer ocen-
sioug he talked. specking his thoughts
tine his theories aloud, with the en-
joyment of a man who knows himselt
fully in nle ilepthe while Eve-sipped her
tea or stitched peacefully at a strip of
embrokiery.
Ou these occasions she made a per-
feet listener. Here aud there she en-
couraged him with an intelligent re-
mark, but she never interrupted. She
knew when to be &lent and when to
speak, when tomerge her own individ-
uality and when to make it. felt. In
these days of 'these and preparation he
came to her unconselourey for reed be
treated her as be might have treated a
youngsr brother—relying ou her discre-
tion, turning to her as by right for
sympathy, comprehension and friend-
ship. Sometimes as they sat silent in
the richly oolored, homelike room Eve
would pause over her embroidery and
let her thoughts spin momentarily for-
ward—spin toward the polut where,
the brunt of his ordeal passed, be meat
of necessity seek something beyond
mere rest. But there her thoughts
weuld inevitably break off and the
blood flame quickly into her cheek.
Meanwhile Loder worked persistent-
ly. With each day that brought the
(elate of Freide's scheme nearer his ac-
tivity inexensed—and with it an inten-
sifying of the nervous strain. For if
he bad his hours of exaltntion he alio
had his hours of black apprehension.
It is all very well to exorcise a gimlet
by sheer strength of' will, but one has
also to eliminate the Idea that gave It
existence. Lillian Astrupp, with her
unattested et:Idenee and her ephemeral
interest, gave him no real eineaminegs,
but Chilcote and Chileote's possible
summons were matters of graver con-
sideration, and there were times when
they loomed very dark and sinister.
What if at the very moment of fulfill
*lent— Rut Inriulably he snapped the
tliretid: of the supposition anti turned
with fiercer ardor to his work of prep-
aration.
And so the last morning of his pro-
bation (LI Wird, and for the first time
he brentherdfreely.
lie rose early on the day that was to
witness his great effort and dressed
slowly. It was a splendid morning.
The spirit of the spring seemed em-
bodied In the ale. In the pale blue sky,
in the shafts of cool sunshine that
danced from the mirror to the dressing
table, from the dreselng table to the
pictures on the walls of t'bilcote's vast
room. Inconsequently' with Its dancing
rove a memory of the distant past--s
memory of long forgotten days when,
at a child, he had been bidden to wateli
She Minurwatir perform-The time fan-
tastic evolutions. The night and the
thought stirred him cutiously with an
unlocked for toenail Of youth. Ile drew
Whiself together with ativadded touch
of decision as he passed trot into the
corridor, and as hi Walited downstairs
he whistled a bar Or two Of ID Inaptrit.4
MEMIlt a. ••••••....m.111110 maw=
lug tulle.
In the morning ream Eve was al-
ready waiting. She looked up, colored
ante milled as he eutered. Her face
.ideked very fret!' and young, and site
were a gown of the same pale blue
that she had worn on his first coming.
She looked up from an open letter as
he came into tde room, and the sun
that fell through the window caught
her in a shaft of light. intensifying
her blue eyes, her blue gown and the
bunch of violets fastened in her belt.
To looder, still under the influence of
early memories. she seemed the em-
bodiment of some youthful ideal—some-
thing lost, sought for and found again.
Realization of his feeling- for her al-
most came to him as he stood there
looking at her. It hovered about hien,
It tipped bine as It were, with its
wings; then it rose again ante soared
away. Men like him—men keen to
grasp an opening where their careers
are concerned and tenacious to hold it
when once grasped—are frequently the
lust to _look into their own hearts. He
glanced at Eve, he acknowledged the
stir of his feeling, but he made no
attempt to define its cause. He could
no more have given reason for his
sensations than he could have told
the precise date upon which, coming
downstairs at 8 o'clock, be had brat
found her waiting breakfast for him.
The time when all such incidents were
to stand out, each to a nicety In its ap-
pointed place, bad not yet urrived. For
the moment his youth bad returned to
Mtn; he possessed the knowledge of
work done, the sense of present com-
panionship in a world of agreeable
things: above all, the steady, millet con-
viction of his own capacity. All these
things cane. to him In the moment of
Ids entering the room, greeting Eve
rexd passing to the breakfast table;
*AL while his eyes still rested con-
tentedly on the pleasant array of china
and sheer. while his senses were still
alive to the fresh, earthly scent of
Eve's violets, the blow' so long dreaded
—to elide in coming—tell with accumu-
lated force.
(To be 009Mened.)
"STAR-SPANGLED BANNER"
IS STILL IN EXISTENCE.
TIE REEK IN SOCIETY
Continued From Page Three.)
1 ier rinox FORORDER AND NO-
, 
kopf. and which is recorded in Deed money provided for in said bond.TICK OP SALE (W REAL AND Book 37, page 598, in the °ince of! Witness my hand this the 1st dayPERSONAL ESTATE. MoCjacken County Crewe Clerk; 'of March 1907.
--- thence westwardly and to the back i EMMET W. BAGBY,
line of said lot x9: thence at riga:In the Distred. Court of the United
States for the Western District of 
angles and with the back line of said
Jot 89 19 feet Ti inches, and to thelag meeting on Thursday afternoon Kentucky. ` - llot of ground now owned by E. Rub- sale, in the above entitled cause, Iat the Parish House of Grace Eons- kopf, conveyed to him by said Peter Beall on the first Monday In April,In the Matter of Ernest Rehkopf, Vernia and wife; thence with said 1907, sell at public auction, to thecopal church. It was decided to in- Bankrupt, in Bankruptcy, dine of E. Rehkopf :ot to Second highest bidder, a:I the foregoing de-rite the State Federation of Woman's At peeecee. in said western Dist street the beginning corner, and be- scribed property at the county courtclubs to Paducah in June 190e. To trict aforesaid, on this the laith day ing the same lote-on said Second street house dour in Paducah, Ky. Theaccompdah of February, 1907. it the delegatlon from the Iowned by said Rodney Case, at the personal property I shall sell forI Comes A. E. Boyd, trustee of the time of his death." Said 3 parcels cash, and the rest property to one-local club to the coming State nieet- aforesaid bankrupt, and respectful)! of 'amid be:ng appraised at $16,000,- third cash and the remainder onlag in June will be especially strong represents that it would be to the 00, !three and six month's time, as pro-The open meeting of the club fol. benefit of side bankrupt estate that Also a certain lot lying in the city vided in said order.lowed the business session and was certain tracts and parcels of real es- of Paducah, McCracken county. Ken-1 Witness my hand this the list daytate belonging thereto to-wit:under the auspices of the Art de-I '1 Being a lot of ground conveyed to 
lot uf c 
lot No. 
Naond lcises2 of March, 1907.
pertinent. The delightful talks the said E. Rehkopf and M. R. Gal- in the first addition to the town of Trustee
igonalAte'dashailintghteon1/4streParett.
IAtt;hkEOpilf,°YBoDUk-were illustrated by beautiful siereop- breath by M. S. Johnson and Paducah, and bounded as follows: rupt,dea pictures, 42 in number. Misit W. B. Johnson of date 17th Beginning at the southeast eor-
n
of May, 1877. recorded in Deed Book ner of said lot on the street runningCompton to:d of "The Saint and An-,"Z", page 220. ill eleCreacken County out from the river, being Washing-gel in Art" and Miss Webb of "The Court Clerk's office, and described In ton street, corner to Rodney Case'sMadonna in Art." Mrs. David Flour- the deed of division of thAlande and line; thence with said street weednoy and Miss Julia Scott sang very lots situated in Paducah, Kentucky, wardly 43 feet and3 inches to cor-between the heirs of B. female dedner of that part of said lot conveyedcharmingly. • ceased, recorded in Deed Book "S", by David Ballington, and Jane. his
New York, March 9—Mrs. George
Livingston Bekker, of New Brighten,
Staten leature is authority for the
statement, that the 'star spangled ban-
ner whicth flew over Foxe 'McHenry
during its bombardment, in the war
of 1812, and inspired Francis Scott
Key ta the cornpeeddiOn ()lithe nation-
al ode, is now in Ns city.
Mrs. Baker is the gtanddenghter
of Col. George Aemitead. The flag,
she says, is the property of Ebeis Ap-
pleton, of this city, her brother, and
has been deposited by him in the safe
deposit vaults of a Broadway trust
corn pa n y
There has been a great deal of In-
quiry regarding this flag recently,
which was reported as probable- lost.
Mrs. Baker says that It is her
brother's intention to leave the flag
on his degas to either one of the na-
tional museums at Washington or
the Massachusetts eidetorictal Museum
at Boston.
A BOOK OF POEMS
Of Which a Colored Man of This City
le the Author.
A neat little book of poems by C.
W. Merriweather, colored, of this
ear, has Just been issuoct. leThe tit,
"Lights and Shadows," is suggeetive,
dealing with the life and sentiments
of the colored people. The volume
contains sixty poems, many of which
are beautifully deseriptive of nature
and life on the farm, The cover is of
a fawn color and the price 54c.
page 551, in the McCracken Counted wife, to the grantor herein, Archi-Court Clerk's ofilee. as lots Nos- 1!bald Love:ace; thence back at rightA pretty wedding of the. week,
M. S. Johnson. one of the heirs of bald Lovelace 173 feet to the line ofcharacterized by the charm of SIM- the stied. B. Small,
and 2, and allotted In said division to angles with the line of said Arche
deceased, said :ots said lot; thence toward the river 43plicity, was that of Miss Kate Lee 1 and 2 being in Block 14, Old Town feet and 3 'Inches to said Case's cor-Richardson to Mr. Oscar Bertram of Paducah, and bounded: as follows: net.; thence to the beginning.Jones, of San Bernardino, Cal., en i"Beginning on the north side of Also part of lot No. 182 in
at 
street, now Kentucky avenue. First addition to the town of Padu-Tuesday merning at the First nap- 113 feet 3 inches from the west of cab, Kentucky, McCracken county.what was then Locust, now Third and being on Washington street andstreet, the west corner of a 10 foot bounded as follows:alley; thence out, Kentucky avenue! Regtniring--ar a stake o-n Wasting:-towards what was formerly Oak ton street corner, to that part of lot
tist church The Rev. Calvin W.
Thompson performed the ceremony.
Mies Cotrrtie Paryear played the wed-
Referee in Bankrputcy.
Trustee's Notice of Sale.
Pursuant to the foregoing order of
for Ernest
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook port, III.
hiss $1 a Bay. Eventiting 0 II
lirs. J. A. Latium Prspistress.
ding music. The only attendants
street. now South Fourth street, 40were the ushers: Messrs Frank feet; thence at right angles towardHecher, of St. Louis; Eugene B. Broadway street 160 feet to a 13 1/4
Richardson, Paul E. Stutz, Durward font alley; thence a: right angles
and with said alley' towerds LocustSutton W. W. Rogers, J. E. Rogers.
street 40 feet to said first named 10 right angles 173 feet to the line ofThe bride wore a pretty going-away foot alley; thence at right angles and said lot: thence from the river par-suit of blue cloth and blue silk with said telt named alley to Ken- allel with the first line 43 feet, Sin.blouse with a blue cornflower eat and tucky avenue, the beginning point." to Mary E. Dillehaney's corner. nowSaid tract of land being atigraised at J. D. Kelley's; thence to the begin-gloves to harmoniee. Among the $8,000.00, ning. Said lot fronting 86 feet and
"Aim) another lot oe, ground on 6 inches on Washington street andthe northeast corner of Waehington running back towards Kentucky ave-
and Fifth street. formerly known as nue 173 feet. Said parcel of land
being appraised at $7,000.00.
Also a certain lot of ground lying
and being in the city of Paducah, Mc-
Cracken county, Kentucky, and be-
ginning at a point on 5th street 117
feet and 3 inches from the N. E.
corner of Washington and 5th streets;
thence towards Kenttieky avenue
fronting on Fifth street, 55 feet and
9 inches: thence at right angles to-the John Orm lot: thence at right wards 4th street, 86 feet and 7te in.;
thence at right angles towards Wash-
angles and to Fifth street, formerly Mr. and Mrs. William M. Marcus, 
iChestnut street, 4744 feet: thencengton street, 55 feet and 9 inches:of Baltimore, Md., have announced at right angles and with said Fifth, thence at right angles towards Fifththe engagement of their daughter. street 117 feet 'and 3 inches to Wash- st reet, parallel with Washingtonseorence Hess, to Mr. Elbridge ineton street, the beginning point. street 86 feet and 7 inches to the be-
ginning' corner. Said •parcel of landbeing part of the same property deed-Palmer liernheim, son of Mr. and
ed by I. D. Wilcox and J. W. Bloom- being appraised at $2,000.00.Mrs. I. W. Bernhelm, of Louisville, field to E. Rehkopf, recorded ini Should be sold at the court houseMr. Bernlaeirn is a native of Pa- Book 37, page 91." Said parcel of door at public outcry in lots or par-ducah, where his parents lived be- land appraised at $3,500.00, teeLs as described herein, and upon
ifore going to make Louisville their "A:so the following described lot the terms and conditions as follows:
One-third of the purchase price ofOr parcel of land situated in Mc.-!home. He is a nephew of Mrs. Her- 
sCrarken county,Kentucke. and known aid real estate to be for cash inman Waderstein and Mrs. Jacob,as a lot of land on the southeats.hand paid, one-third to be secured byWailenstein, of this city, and has side of Island dreek on the Tennes-eapproved bond payable in three
imonthe after date o (sale to the
often visited here. He is a name-'see river, as lot No. 21, and desig-,trustee her in,
and the remainingsake of the late Elbridge Palmer, of nated as such on the map filed on'
trecord in the McCracken County ione-third to be secured by approvedPaducah and is a young men of fine .Cou rt Clerk's office by' warren ,bond
months from date of 
sale.iond a.nd payable to the trustee inbusiness an dsocial qualifications. ThornberrY, surveyor, and also
The trustee, A. E. Boyd, wouldknovin as the Barbee tanyard,1
further represent that it is to thebought by R. 0. Woolfo:k from E. T,Bullock, commissioner contains 4 best interest of the bankrupt estateacres and 10 poles, more or less, with herein that the personal property set
-buildings
Miss Edith Smith of Hillsboro, etc, thereon, being the forth and described In the appraisers', 
e
Ohio, who has been the attractive same property conveyed to Rehkopf report filed in thi court on the 14thguest of her sister, Mrs. David Cadyddind Galbreath by E. B. JoneseddY of February, 1907, be sod at
Wright, for several months, left this special commissioner, recorded in publicraoupectritoynisatootwheloepaltaetice 
to-wit:Commissitener's Deed Book No. Lisald 
p 
week for her home. Miss Smith made ge 31, in the McCracken Countp-a Collar-shop on Kentucky avenue, idd
d
many friends in Paducah. Court .01erk office 's ce and afted between Thir and Fourth street, inwardii
Paineeth. Kentucky, and the tan-
Miss Helene Carroll, of St. Louts, deeded by Galbreath to said Reh-
yard Mechanicsburg, Paducah, Ky.kopf." Which property is appraisedand Wu Cora Belle I'nderwood of 
I Wherefore, he prays that a hear-Owensboro are the attractive guests 
at $14,000.00.
Except the following: ling he had on this petition and thatof Mist Cora Richardson of 320 Beginning at a stake on the east he may be authorized to make sale
at public auction of both the real andp
South 3rd street. They are popular aide of Meyer street in the lower cor-
lot, 21; thence towards eesonal property on the conditionsin 
Paducahper of  where they have visited 
,herein set forth.the Tenneatiee river with a line divid-before. 
lag Iota Not. 20 and 21, 12 feet to a A. E. BOYD, Trustee.Mrs. Victor Voris and little Miss etake: thetice up the Tennessee river Order.Elsie Eunice Voris left this week for parallel with Meyers street to a wake The foregoing petition having been
duly filed, and haying come on forin the line dividing lots Nos. 21 andDallas, Texas, to visit Mrs. Voris' 
a hearing before me, of which hear-22: thence with said line 12 feet tomother, Mrs. J. H. Shelley. Mrs.
a stake in Meyers street; thence Mg ten days notice was given by mail, Voris is always the recipient .of down and with Meyers street to the to creditors of said bankrupt, now,much social attention In her girlhood beginning, being the property con_ after due hearing, no adverse inter-
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
out-of-town guests present for the
wedding were: Mites Helene Carroll.
of St. Louis; Miss Cora Bell Under-
wood, of Owensboro; Mrs. Joseph Chestuut street; to Padecah, coin-
Altman, of Cairo; Mr. Frank H. Hec- mencleg at the northeast corner of
said Fifth and Washington streets;ker, of St. Louis. thence with the north line of Wash-Mr. and Mrs. Jones left at noon ingtoa street towards the river 47'4
for San Bernardino, via St. Louis and feet to the line of Mrs. 0. 13. Starks'
residence; thence at right anteleaLos Ange:es. They have 'a host of
and towards Kentucky avenue for-friends in Paducah which was, also, needy Court street. 117 feet tini 3Mr. Jones former home. inches to the lot of ground known as
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases,
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one beat
will core any ordinary Cale of Kid-
soy or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Flmissions. Weak and Lame Back,
itheumattem, and all IrregniarIties of
Ake Kidneys and Bladder In both
men sad women. Uhl -et 60 elate
Iler bot an the no cure no pay bolls
by McPherson's Drug store. Point^
sod Broadway, sole agent for Pada-
Pak, or sent by mall upon receipt of,
price by Lark Medicine Oe., Laid"
"Ink 11:,•
.141100.1.1.6•41.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
!Udine, although the Lenten season
May thake It very Informal in char-
acter.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell F. Buckner,
of Dallas, Texas, are the guests of
conyeeed to Mary E. Didehaney by'
Valentine,Owens; thence with said
Washington street towards the river
43 feet, 3 inches to stake corner, to a
lot avobe described; thence back at
eveyed to the Chicago, St. Lords &st being represented thereat, it fe
erdered that-said trustee be aulhorix-New Orleans Railway 0o., by 'E. Reh-
kopf, recorded in Died Book 
the 
7 2, ; ed to sell tie portion of the bank-
pege 494, In the Clerk's office of r te tipt's persona: and real egta sped-
McCracken County Court.
i
fled In the foregoing petition, by sue-
"Also the following lot of and tion, keeping an accurate account of
ithe property sold, and of each lot
Mk
onMr. Buckner's mother, Mrs James now de 
situated in said city of Paducah
„cd'or parcel thereof, and the price re-Buckner of Jeffersen and Eighth 
 Street,are street, ort a odb i ofglmoterN1 erly, now
in blocklceived therefor and to whom sold;etreets. Mr. and Mrs. Buckner are 10, old town of Paducah, Kentucky, which account he shall file at once
here en route from New York where and bbunded as follows: with the referee.
Mr. Buckner has been in the interest "Beginning at a stake 1 loch from The personal property, as set forth
in the report ef aepraisment, referred
the corner of said lot 89 nearestof an extensive copper mine in Men- Broadway on Second street: thence in in the foregoing petition, consistsco in which he is interested. They with Said line of said lot to 2nd chiefly of the following articles:
power coder block. 1 electric motor,formerly lived in Paducah and are street, 19 feet, 2 2-3 In. to a stake nti 
very popular here. the. upper part of said part of said C Pailthotig stuffing machines, 1
lot: thence at right ang:es and on the RSmldai short i 
machines, 
stuffing
Stock an 
machine, 
m a t r I a41
Miss Ethel Brooks left on Thurs- back line et said lot in the direction sewing 
tn 
day for Indianapolis to attend a to Broadway street 19 feet, 2 2-3 in. In work, collar patterns. 38 stamp-house party at the home of Miss to a corner stake; thence at right lag ties, 1 lot, of patent collar fasten-
Florence Schraeder Miss Anita angles to the beginning corner, and:ers, dash leather, 1 Randal long. 
being the game lot deeded to said B.
generator, 2 staple machine*, 70 tons 
istraw stuffing machine. electricWood of Wichita. Kan., who visited ;Rehkopf by W. e. Norton, and reeterd- Mere Brooks with Miss Scaraeder ed in Deed Book "P”. page 231. Mc-lof rye gnaw, 1 wheat drill, shafting,this winter Is also of the party. Mem Cracken County Court Clerk's office.IPtilees and belting in shopping de-
,
pnrtment, 1 power hammer, shaft-landAIRO the following described lot ofSchraeder gave a party-dance on 
Ing. enlley's and belting In cuttingbeing in the city of PaducahFriday evening at her home de honor department, and other appliancesiKentuoky, being a part of lot No. R9of her guests. Miss Wood Lid Atiml:in block 10. old town of Paducah, and machinery used in, the leatherSchroeder will accompany'. Miss commencing lit a stake what was and tanning Inielness, ant al! the
other personal property of the bank-idieste ;formerly Market street, now SouthBrooks borne and will be her 
rupt, excepting exemptions, all offor Easter. Second street, at the lower corner of
What was formerly Rodney Case's: 1WhiCa personal property is situated
thence down said Second street 19,in Paducah, Ky. The trustee willRemoving the Riot. feet, 2 2-3 inches to a stone: thence sell said personal property for cash,
at the tanyard 'in Mechaniceburg,irt eight angles to the hack line ofA woman was trying to lift a big
said lot: thence up said back line of Paducah. Kentucky. and Inblot of ink from a letter with ni- • ece deem ,gaid Case's corner on his back line Parcels as he may m
beSlots ora 
t, andof blotting paer, with the usual re- 19 feet. 2 2-3 in.; thence with said at the time hereinafter fixed for thesuit. of making the b:nt. bigger and Can's line to South Second street. sale of the real propert.
uglier than It was at first. "Let yde the beginning corner, being the same1 The trustee shall eel; said real es-
show you how to do that," said her property detded by Peter Vetoer' and tate for one-third cash and roe re-
,welfe to said N. Rehkripf, and record- i malnder on a credit of three and sixfriend. "I learned the trick at nta- ed in Deed Book 25, page 599, Me_ months, at the county court houseLionel-el shop in London last year.,Cracken County Court Clerkei office. 'door In Patittea.b, Ky.. on the flrat
You duo moisten the corner of the! Also the following lot of land situ- Monday in April. 1907, after' notice
abed in Paducah, Kenttickyk lying nu thereof posted at the county enertblotter first, to get it stsrtest,
a " South Second street, formerly Mar- house door In Peducah, and at threethen apply it to the irek spot. There! ket tercet, being a part of lot 89dother pithlic places in the vicinity ofIsn't it wonderful how clean It takes block 10, old towe of Paducah. Ken- said property and by publication of
geld node* in the Paducah Eveningtricky. commencing at the upper nrIt all up!"--New York Sun.. , • - • tatfeenotwener .of hoer itietred'Itett once- vr-Ireek for at -Trot tobr
by E. AlehitopL edioveyed to him by weeks prior to said sale: and he shaltRiltrker-- dongreen Is a far-itightei pntpr. and wire: thence up take from the purchaser bond withchap. lima hid7 soconj welt 19 feet, 6 inchos, more good and approved surety for the if 1!)-
Parker---That's "hat Since I or less and to the southeast corner of Pail Pnrrhaee,,liaoney, payable to him.
touched him tor $10 he ran see me the wild Case lot, And Wag the kst self as such trustee; and a lieu is
vows
tor sod Mans C. Minor, 11114:ks `.."11/4%'—‘441143-'..Celvis D. (ii... Milt real_ estate to 
, formerly owned by Guy' B. case and hereby ordered to be retained upon
farther secure thet ,and isede0 by theta to said If. Reit- payment Of the unpaid porehati•
eseeseert,e 'et,*
DRAUGHON'
aaaaa4reoliegei,(lreorpe-sted.)
Pallete.312-3'11 litsalleaf 011 111.6111:LIE
27 Colleges in lb JUILLe• POSITIONS 1111tared or money REFUNDED Also teach eV
PAIL Catalogue lwillconvince you It'.mea irerm 
a
ys airsas•r. call Or Marl the
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HENRY LUMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THTRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE liOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and hest hotel in the city.
Rates *100. Two large sample
rooms. Rath room.s, Electric Light*.
The only centrally located Hotel in
the city.
CO3LMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
LEE LINE SMILERS
Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, et.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville. Louisville and Cin-
cinnati. - Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis and Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass Paducah going down every
Saturday.
O. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond House.
Telephone 66-R,
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new aubecrIbers-added by
the East Tennessee Telephone Cosa-
pany today:
e34-2--eleddletein, W. A., Res., R.
P. D. No, 2.
3 4 4 -2 —Wh ipple, T.
ton Road.
1050—Boatwright, Mrs. Minnie,
Res., Monroe St.
2101—Scott, Bells, Res., 53C 9.
9th.
1828—Dozier, J. W., , San
Some Flats
We have in tan crry over 3,000 sub-
scribers er live times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we hare
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it wUl
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent cow
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
E., Res., Ben-
Call I/00 for further informatIoe
MVANSVILLK, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Dahy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
vide and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now In ef-
fect from Padueah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Tobl- unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Padatah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. eharpe. daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cabo
and return, atilt or without mealsl and room. Geod mimic and table -un-
surpassed' .
For further informatioe apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pans. gent. or
Given Fowler, City Pam. Agent, at
Pow I er-Crumbeugh & Co's. tilt&
Both pk eel. KO. IS.
•
PAM/ MGM.
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EXTRAORDINARY CHOOSING
Mr. and Mrs. Harbour will return from New York next Tuesday. They have selected the cream of the market for their spring trade, andthe prices made upon the stylish and snappy goods for this coming season will surprise the most exacting buyer. Until the new goods
arrive we offer the following exceptional bargains:
Charming New Dress
Goods
Now Ready for You
Bright new silks; charming high
Women's New Spring Style
Ready Made Garments
New Handsome Tailor Made
Suits for Women
Prettiest Spring Styles in
Women's Skirts
The 1907 Shoes a
OxfordsThe daintiest dress goods in the quality of new ginghams; exquisite Superior style, superior quality.pleasing prices, smart new spring The styles are such as women of We are ready with an emost fashionable 1907 colorings
Ind designs. We have never be-
rore shown a bigger or better dis-
laces and embroideries; the 1907
famous American Lady Corsets;
• jackets here and coming daily,
Spring Beauties in Women's
discernment and taste approve.
You'll find them just the thing for
Handsomely tailored, fashioned
aftvr the most approvel spring
showing of the coming spring
summer footwear for the er
family. The best leathers,play of artistic effects in spring
Iress fabrics than we now have and
mir prices will be found the lowest
o be had anywhere for the up-to-
snow white muslin under gar-
ments; ribbed underwear and
stockings; the long and the short
Silk and White Lawn Waists .
A great assortment in charming
variety and very inexpensively
priced now ready for your ehoos-
early spring wear and priced at
live and let live prices that have *
made the Big Store's Suit Depart-
models, up to date, temptingly
priced and the biggest stock- in the
best makes, the best styles,
best workmanship at the real
able prices that have made
store's big Shoe Department pclate stuff. - - . kid gloves. -in. ment famous. - city to choose from. ler with thousands of customer
nd
arly
and
tire
the
the
3011-
this
pu
5.
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Harbour's Department Store 0 North Third StreetJUST OFF BROADWAY
Making fiats is an Art Not a Craft;
Milliner Incensed at Idea of Union
Chicago, March 9.-"Cnion " ex-
claimed Mme. Gruenberg. French mil-
Ener, one of the shining lights at the
spring head foliage convent-km now
In progress in drill hall, the 'Masonic
Temple. "rnions for ze millinery
ladees? Nevairel"
Madame's tones were those of hor-
ror. The mention of the word
"union" in connection with the busi-
ness of manufaoturbg "creatlolt'
for the Easter parade was worse than
sacrilege_ to her. It struck a blow
at the very soul of high art.
"Why not anions? BumiL
llnery is an art„ a, grata are: _To
make a tat Is not like to lay a brick.
It la not like to terry a hod. It is
not like to di:Ives team. Let the art-
isans who illsor with their • hands
alone have their unions, but a:low
the milliner to practice her art in
freedom_ When the walking dela-
Mete comes in the door beauty jumps
New Shipment Just In
The Senor Cigar
5c
Havana Bloss9m Cigar
Sell pretty fast, don't they?
That's because they are made
rik„la and sold right. Reeerve
stock is not kept under the
counter but in a specially con-
structed humidor-they're in
the pink of c lit ion when
they es  to you. As to the
quality:. Many of our friends
thing they are as good as
the "ten-centers" sold 4'1,4..-
where. Next time, get a
pocketful of SENIORS or HA-
VANA 111,41S541MS-a ten cent
amoke for a nickel. We have
a c plcte line of the higher-
priced atandard brands, too.
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Agent for original Ailegretti
Candies
s.
son, Xtme. Gruentrerg has given to
the wOrld &mew shade, teat ha novel
name. It is "Ooquederoach,'' and la
said by experts to be the hue elf the
adolescent cockroach, or domestic
water bug, familiar in the consomme
of commerce. Other colors • Which
the madame advot-ataa are tan, cham-
pagne, drab, orange n dold gold.*
There were very few men tolerated
at the seesion, but an ultimatum was
issued to them that to call a hat of
female gender "a bonnet" is a groes
error not allowed In polise society.
Husbands and otters mere males
Nave been making a great mistake
all these years when they groaned
about paying "bonnet bills."
What a Bonnet Is.
"Bonnets are the floppy things that
come down over the oars, shaped like
'coal shuttles," observed Miss Char-
lotte Track, who 19 in command of
the convention quarter deck, vice
Mme. Ida Hunt, on sick leave. "They
are rarely seen now except hi the
form of sun bonnets. I know a lady
Who explored State street from Van
Buren to Randolph in search of a
bonnet recently, and she could not
buy anything but hats. There are
nothing but hats nowadays. Bon-
nets are extinct."
The convention will come to an
end today with the awardal of prizes
for the best disp:ays. The NatiOnel
Milliners' Association has offered sev-
eral gold medals for the most artistic
"oreaCons."
While venting under the Johnson-
ville' bridge yesterday, the Saltillo
struck a pier and was injured to the
extent of several hundred dollars.
The wind - caught the Saltillo throw-
ing It against the pier. After at-
tending to business here, the Saltillo
left at noon for St. Louis.
The Harvester will rush repairs
to gel away as soon as possible for
Pittsburg. -
down the elevator shaft."
Millions Indorse It.
heAll t millions who heard Mme.
Gruen herg'sprotest against the or-
ganization of their craft applauded
loudly, and informed one another
that they would be content to deaw
the union scale of $2-0 per week when 1-4°11kivii" 
It was just as easy to put in a bill for Mt' Carmel
$25 per "creation." The madam's Nashville 
Pittebarg  remarks were impromptu, and not on
Davfathe program,. but they were the sen- Island
sation of the evening, nevertheless. St* b°1114;
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo  37.7
Chattanooga  9.5
Cincinnati  26.6
Evansville   27.8
Florence  9.8
Joh lisonvili )  22.8
9.6
8.4
  28.9
4.7
Darn-Massing.
  1-3.0 0.6 fall
Browns being the co:or of the SOI-S.lit. VI/rpm-  27.2 0.6 rise
Pad acerb  39.6 0.3 riee
0,3 rise
04.1 fall
1.1 fall
0.0 st'd
2.2 fall
1.2 fall
0.2 fall
0.5 rise
3.7 fall
0.2 fall
The .3 rise In the river In the last
24 hours was accomplished between
7 o'clock yesterday morning and 7
o'4ock las: night. In the last half of
tV 24 'hours ending ths morningehe
r:6er was on a stand and but for the
rain today probably would have star-
ted falling. The stage this morning
was 32.6. March 9 last year the
stage was 25.5. Business at the
wharf today is as good as it has been
all week.
The Margaret is down in the Miss-
issippi river assisting the Russell
Lord in saving the three barges of
ties swamped these day before yes-
terday.
The Georgia Lee arrived at 3
o'clock this morning from Mefphis,
ear:ler in the week than on any
trips so far. The decks were covered
with the biggest trip of bogs here In
months They were consigned to Cin-
cinnati. At 5 o'clock the Georgia Lee
left for Cincinnati.
Tom Westbrook, who left the berth
of second engineer on the Dick Fow-
ler, left last night in the same posi-
tion on the John S. Summers.
The John S. Summers laid up here
for a few hours getting a double
crew and left late last night for Nash-
ville. The current in the Cumber:and
river is eerce_and the Rummers_ will
have a hard pull.
"We get little thanks and no feep
for making these night trips, so
we're going to core over in the day
time heptafter," said Inspectors
Green and St. John. Several times
lately they have made night trips to
accommodate boats. They arrived to-
day from Nashvil:e to inspect the
Condor at the ways.
The Fanule Wallace will coal the
towboat Eagle today. The Eagle will
leave Sunday for St. Louis. Sunday
the new Alton Eagle will be coaled
and will get away for St. Louis Mon-
guck, Aillips Vo.
219-223 Broadway.
dpeeial Values in
4:t ace ̀Curtains
yor the Week
MONDAY we place on sale one hundredpairs White Scotch Lace Curtains,
several patterns to choose from, extremely
large size--60 inches wide and Vi yards
long; worth at regular price $1.75; this week,
per pair,
$1.25 •
OUR SPECIAL BOOK AND MUSIC SALE
IS NOW ON
Here Are Some of the Good Things In Sheet Music:
300 Popular Songs and Instrumental
Hits__ _ ...... 1 5c 2 for 250
300 Standard and Classical Songs and
Instrumentals 1SC 2 for 25C
300 Copy Right SongA and Instrumentals,
all good. .9c
300 Pieces, Good Mrsic, a little old,
worth 25e, for 4c
Don't be slow, BUT GET IN ON T.H1S. It ilia good thing. We can't tell all our special offerings
D. E.WILs0v, the Book and Music Man, iarbour's Dep't Store
day or Tuesday. The remaining Eagle
packets will leave some time net
week.
Louis Moss and Tom Pruitt, two
of the dry docks employes who have
been In Nashville several weeks su-
perintending work for Capt. Henry
Carroll returned yesterday from
Nashville by the overland route. For
the novelty of the experience and to
see the country they walked all the
way from Nashville.
Ed Pell is pi:ot on the Saltillo in
place of John Stout, who will work
around Joppa. Pete Cerro:, a pilot on
the Georgia Lee, got left here last
night. lie went up the hill to see his
family and missed the packet.
The Peters. Lee will arrive Satur-
day afternoon or night from Cincin-
nati on the down trip to Measphis,
The Kentucky t at the wharf re-
ceiving freight for tee up river trip
tonight.
The Buttorff Is expected to get In
on time frorr Nashville, Sunday night
or Monday morning early to leave at
noon Monday for Clarksville.
The Joe Fowler arrived on good
time this morning and got away on
the dot for Evansville.
The Dick Fowler like all the pack-
ets winds up a good week's business
tonight on the return from Cairo.
The Dunbar got away last night
for Nashville with the boilers and
flues, in, A. No. 1, condition. It
couldn't be otherwise when Paducah
workmen do the repairing.
The Nashville Banner says: The
river Is falling more rapidly today
and the steamboatmen think that it
will be low enough by tomorrow for
boats to pass through Lock A. The
down-river steamboat traffic, which
has been tied up for the past three
or four days.„ will then be released.
On account of the water being at a
certain stage that boats are unable
to either come over the dam or to
come through the lock, the steamers
Richardson and Electra have been
tied up at Lock A. for several days.
Both boats made an effort to come
over the dam and broke their caps-
tans in the trial. The steamboat lines
and shippers have been very much
Inconvenienced by this delay in the
down-river traffic.
Official Forecasts,
The Ohio at EvartIrville and Mt.
Vernon will fall slowly tonight. At
Paducah and Cairo, will continue
slowly, probably becoming sta-
tionary Sunday.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, will continue falling dur-
ing the next 24 hours.
'Me Mississippi from below St.
Louis to slightly above Cairo, will
continue falling.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will
continue rising during the next 24
hours.
WARNING!
Unscrupulous spectacle peddlers are going from
house to house claiming to represent us and sell
our glasses. WE HAVE NO AUENTS. Don't buy
glasses from strangers. Eyesight is too valuable to
take chances with. When your eyes give you
trouble come in and have a scientific examina-
tion made free of charge.
EYES EXAMINED .FREc(
STEINFELD OPTICAL Co.
Optical Headquarters of Paducah.
Phone 1116-R. 609 Broadway. 1
(
e•-••••
OWING TO THE GREAT HIT MADE BY
Herbert L. Wallerstein's
Latest Song Success
 "W 001 N 0" 
Which was rendered with such great success last night by the McNuttTwins, at the
performance* the Gertrude, E_‘..Yings.QmPany.,the.song, by special request,
WILL BE REPEATED BY THE' TWINS TONIGHT
S
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